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“I've missed more than 9000 shots in my
career. I've lost almost 300 games. 26 times,
I've been trusted to take the game winning shot
and missed. I've failed over and over and over
again in my life. And that is why I succeed".
-Michael Jordan
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#1. FIFA U-17 WORLD IN NUMBERS

Image Courtesy -http://www.fifa.com/u17worldcup/index.html

A total of 52 matches were contested,

for the first time, following in the

with the final in which England

footsteps of their older compatriots,

overturned a two-goal deficit before

who achieved the very same feat at the

eventually

–

FIFA U-20 World Cup Korea Republic

providing a fitting climax. In the

2017.Just like at every edition of the

process, the Young Lions etched their

tournament,

names into history by winning the title

announced themselves as rising stars at

overwhelming

Spain

numerous

players
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India 2017. Besides the player of the
tournament, Philip Foden and top
scorer Rhian Brewster, heads were

4. Mali
Awards

turned by the likes of Abel Ruiz, Spain's

adidas Golden Ball: Philip Foden

captain and leading marksman; his

(England)

countrymen Sergio Gomez and Cesar
Gelabert;

Mali's

Lassana

N'Diaye;

Brazil's Paulinho; Germany skipper
Jann-Fiete

Arp;

and

France

sharpshooter Amine Gouiri. Now fans
will be looking to these starlets, among
others,

to

lead

their

respective

countries to the 2022 FIFA World Cup
Qatar.

adidas Golden Boot: Rhian Brewster
(England)
adidas Golden Glove: Gabriel Brazao
(Brazil)
FIFA Fair Play Award: Brazil
Host cities and stadiums
Vivekananda Yuba Bharati Krirangan

of

(Kolkata), Dr. DY Patil Stadium (Navi

women's refereeing, seven women

Mumbai), Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru

referees were invited to officiate at the

Stadium (Goa), Indira Gandhi Athletic

competition. They mostly worked as

Stadium (Guwahati), Jawaharlal Nehru

fourth officials, but Esther Staubli of

Stadium

Switzerland got the nod to take charge

Nehru International Stadium (Kochi)

To

support

the

development

of the group-stage encounter between
Japan and New Caledonia, becoming
the first woman to referee a game at the
tournament since Korea Republic's Im
Eunju did so at the 2001 edition.
Final standings
1. England
2. Spain
3. Brazil

(New

Delhi),

Jawaharlal

The FIFA U-17 World Cup India 2017
came to a fitting conclusion with a
match that encapsulated the high
quality of the event and the attacking
prowess

of

the

teams

involved.

England, the tournament's top scorers,
ran out worthy winners against a Spain
side that let slip a 2-0 lead and found
themselves on the wrong end of a 5-2
score-line, losing their fourth U-17
World Cup final in the process.
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The Three Lions got their hands on the



After losing their opening match

silverware, as was the case at the FIFA

to Brazil, Spain righted the ship

U-20 World Cup in Korea Republic this

and then proceeded to sweep all

June, when an England youth team also

before them with their sparkling

took the title.

attacking play. But the old adage
that

AMAZING STATS FROM THE

1.35

the chagrin of the Spanish team

1,347,133

spectators

who fell at the final hurdle for

watched this year’s tournament,

the fourth time in a U-17 World

making it the best attended FIFA

Cup final.

U-17 World Cup and finally

Referees were forced to pull out
a red card on no fewer than five

inaugural event, held in China

occasions, along with 141 yellow

PR in 1985 (1.23 million fans).

cards.

per

match

flocked

to



the

Sometimes things don't go to
plan. And in India, no fewer than

stadiums in India.

six players put the ball in their

After winning the FIFA U-20

own net.

World Cup 2017, England have





breaking the record set by the

An average of 25,906 spectators



wins

championships was proven, to

TOURNAMENT


defence



Seven

goals

in

this

year’s

now added the FIFA U-17 World

tournament decider made it the

Cup 2017 to their trophy cabinet.

highest-scoring

The only previous country to

competition's history. In the 17

achieve this double was Brazil

previous finals, only 42 goals

back in 2003.

had been scored, at an average of

The final between England and

2.47 per final.

Spain was the third between two
teams

from

in

the

Winners England certainly knew

same

where the goal was in each of

first

their seven matches at India

between European opponents.

2017. They found the back of the

Nigeria defeated Ghana 2-1 in

net on 23 occasions, with Rhian

1993 and Mali 2-0 in 2015.

Brewster notching eight of them,

confederation

the



final

and

the
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earning him the adidas Golden





Never before had a U-17 World

Boot as the tournament’s top

Cup seen as many goals as India

scorer.

2017 – 183 in 52 matches in fact,

It

took

Paraguay’s

Alan

at an average of 3.52 per game.

Rodriguez just 99 seconds to

The only tournaments with a

give his team the lead against

higher average were Egypt 1997

New Zealand and record the

and Finland 2003, each with

fastest goal of the tournament.

3.66 per match.
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#2. HOW MUCH DID CLUBS SPEND IN 2017
TRANSFERS?

Image Courtesy -https://www.sportskeeda.com

TRANFER IN NUMBERS
Since

the

Matching

International
System

(ITMS)

professional players representing 181
Transfer
became

mandatory in October 2010, clubs from
all over the world have completed
94,000

international1

transfers

of

professional players. A new record was
set in 2017 with 15,624 international
transfers, 6.8% more than in 2016.
These

transfers

involved

13,415

different

nationalities.

The

most

common transfer type was that of
players out of contract, accounting for
65.5% of all international transfers in
2017. The remaining transfers were
either

loans

(13.1%),

permanent2

transfers (13.0%) or transfers of players
returning from a loan (8.4%).
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During the course of 2017, 15,624

Mexico. Transfers per club Of the 3,831

international transfers were completed

clubs

worldwide. In total, 3,831 clubs and 179

transfers, 57.6% completed incoming

of the 211 FIFA member associations

transfers only, 5.1% outgoing transfers

were

these

only and 37.2% were involved in both

transfers, meaning they engaged or

types of transfer. On average, each of

released at least one player from/to a

the involved clubs completed 5.5

different association.

international transfers (incoming plus

actively

involved

in

Of the 3,831 clubs involved in transfers
last year, 1,815 (47.4%) were from
UEFA – almost three times more than

involved

in

international

outgoing), a number that has been
growing slowly but steadily. In 2011,
this number was 4.8.

any other confederation. This may not

Global

come as a surprise, as the European

reached a new high in 2017. A new

confederation is the largest of the six

record has been set every year since

with its 55 member associations, and all

2012, but the magnitude of last year‘s

but one of them - Liechtenstein - were

increase is unprecedented. Spending in

involved in international transfers.

2016 reached USD 4.80 billion and

CONMEBOL,

appeared to be on pace to break the

despite

being

the

spending

5

billion

on

transfer

mark

in

fees

confederation with the fewest number

USD

2017.

of member associations (10, all of which

Expectations were quickly surpassed,

were involved in transfers in 2017), had

with global spending rising to a record-

the second highest number of clubs

breaking USD 6.37 billion. Firstly, there

involved in transfers, 611 in total.

have never been so many transfers with
fees, both in absolute terms and as

MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS

percentage of all transfers. Secondly,

In 2017, Brazil was the member

2017 witnessed a significant increase in

association

clubs

the average transfer fee1 paid to engage

involved in transfers (254). In the top

players, especially for the largest

ten member associations involved in

transfers. Transfers with high fees

transfers the Big 5 are also present, as

contribute directly to the increase in

are Portugal, Argentina, Sweden and

global spending, but the effect of each

with

the

most
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dollar spent is not limited to that

transfers has risen considerably in

transfer alone. Clubs that receive large

2017: Japan, Czech Republic and

transfer fees for their players often

Hungary.

reinvest part of the money into more
transfers. In turn, clubs receiving this
money will do the same, and so on. This
creates a multiplier effect, the result of
which is an even larger increase in
global spending. But spending records
are only one side of the story. The
overwhelming majority of transfers
(84.2%) did not involve fees. Of the
total number of transfers (15,624), only
773 transfers were for fees exceeding
USD 1 million. Most of the increase in
global spending is accounted for by the
few at the top: about two thirds (67.4%)
of the USD 6.37 billion spent came from
only

50

clubs

associations. In

of

13

member

2017, expenditure

records were broken in 35 member
associations by virtue of their clubs
spending

more

on

international

transfers than they had ever done
before. On a global scale, the impact of
some of these associations may be less
influential than that of the bigger
markets, but, relative to their context,
some of these increases have proven to
be very significant. In this chapter, we
take a closer look at three member
associations

where

spending

on



Japanese clubs ranked 19th
worldwide in terms of transfer
expenditure in 2017, spending a
total of USD 37.6 million to
engage players internationally.
Their expenditure levels have
seen a steady increase over the
past three years, having grown
from USD 4.5 million in 2014. In
addition, there were also notable
increments in the number of
incoming transfers (110 in 2014
vs. 152 in 2017), the number of
transfers with fees (18 in 2014
vs. 48 in 2017) and the number
of clubs that engaged at least one
player for a fee (12 in 2014 vs. 23
in 2017). In 2017, for the first
time, Japanese clubs engaged
more players than they released
and, for the second year in a row,
they spent more than what they
received.

While

future

developments remain difficult to
predict, it is clear that there has
been a shift in Japan‘s transfer
market activity.
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In 2017, Czech clubs spent USD

transfers

18.7 million to engage players

remained relatively in line with

internationally, making Czech

that of the previous three years,

Republic

but

the

25th-highest

-

the

118

in

number

of

-

those

member association worldwide

transfers

in terms of clubs’ spending

transfer fee saw a significant

during

Spending

jump from 13 in 2016 to 31 in

almost doubled compared with

2017. Prior to last year, transfers

2016 (USD 9.5 million) and was

to Hungary for fees above USD

more than seven times larger

300,000 were extremely rare; in

than in 2015 (USD 2.6 million).

2017 alone, there were nine such

While the total number of

transfers. It is too early to tell

incoming transfers (117 in 2017)

whether

remained

the

represent the early stages of a

average of previous years, 35 of

period of bolstered transfer

these transfers involved transfer

activity by Hungarian clubs, or

fees: almost twice as many as the

whether spending will quickly

19 in 2016. Receipts have also

retreat to its previous levels, but

continued to grow in recent

there are two indications that

years, and are notably higher

suggest the former rather than

than spending: in 2017, Czech

the latter. Firstly, the spending

clubs released players for a total

increase was driven by the

of USD 36.2 million.

activity

Hungarian clubs spent USD 7.1

different clubs, rather than - as is

million

often the case - by a small

the

in

in

year.

line

2017,

with

meaning

which

2017

these

of

involved

a

developments

almost

a

dozen

Hungary ranks 35th in clubs‘

concentration

spending worldwide. Unlike in

completing

Japan

Republic,

transfers. Secondly, transfer fee

spending in Hungary only took

receipts by Hungarian clubs

off last year, with a 414%

have also grown continuously

increase from USD 1.4 million in

and

2016. The number of incoming

spending:

and

Czech

are

a

still
an

of

clubs

few

lucrative

higher

than

indication,
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perhaps,

that

clubs

are

the

money

they

passport were the second most

received from their outgoing

transferred nationality in 2017.

transfers in the past, making

They were involved in 853

further sustainable growth a

transfers generating spending

distinct possibility.

for a grand total of USD 303.0

Brazilians are by far the most

million. Of these transfers, 225

represented nationality in the

were out of Argentina, 368 into

transfer market. Players from

Argentina, and 260 between

Brazil were involved in 1,755

clubs

transfers in 2017 - more than a

associations. In total, clubs from

tenth of the total worldwide -

64 of the 211 FIFA member

and generated USD 1.06 billion

associations engaged at least one

in

player

reinvesting



transfer

fees.

Of



these

Players holding an Argentinian

of

other

of

member

Argentinian

transfers, 719 were Brazilians

nationality.

The

transferring out of Brazil, 616

with

most

transferring into Brazil, and 420

transfers involving Argentinians

were

transfers of Brazilians

- aside from Argentina - were

between clubs of other member

Chile (67 incoming transfers),

associations.

Mexico (67), Ecuador (37) and

Players

with

Brazilian passport appear to be
widely dispersed all over the

the

associations
incoming

Spain (37).


Colombian players rank fourth

globe. In 2017 alone, clubs in 93

by involvement in international

of

member

transfers in 2017. They were the

associations engaged at least one

subject of 565 transfers (+20.5%

Brazilian. Those that welcomed

vs. 2016), generating spending

the most Brazilian players -

for a total USD 309.5 million. Of

excluding Brazil itself - are

these transfers, 289 were out of

Portugal

(213

Colombia, 124 into Colombia,

transfers),

Japan

the

211

Thailand (44).

FIFA

incoming
(57)

and

and 152 between clubs of other
associations. Clubs from 55 of
the

211

FIFA

member
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associations engaged at least one

the international transfer market. What

Colombian player in 2017. The

emerges from this brief analysis is that

most common destinations -

while their transfer patterns share

excluding

Colombia

were

many common traits - for example,

Venezuela

(74

incoming

those who leave their home country to

transfers), Panama (37) and

transfer to European clubs tend to be

Brazil (30).

younger and those who transfer to

-

The data demonstrates that players
from Brazil, Argentina and Colombia
have an undeniably strong presence in

Asian clubs tend to be older - there also
are some key differences, especially
when it comes to their destinations.
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#3. HOW IS THE TRANSFER OF MINORS
REGULATED BY FIFA?

Image Courtesy – www.fifa.com

Article 1 of Annexe 2 of the FIFA

engaging member association for one of

Regulations on the Status and Transfer

two instances:

of Players (RSTP) requires that the
International

Transfer

Matching

System (ITMS) must also be used in the
context of so-called minor applications.
The term ‘minor’ indicates a player female or male - who has not yet

1. International transfer: a minor of any
nationality who has previously been
registered with a club at one association
is registered with a club at a new
association.

while

2. First registration: a minor who has

‘application’ refers to the submission of

never previously been registered with a

a request through

club and is not a national of the country

reached

the

age

of

18,

ITMS

by the

in which he/she wishes to be registered
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for the first time. As a general rule,

e)

international

first

humanitarian reasons without his/her

registrations of foreign players are only

parents could not be expected to return

permitted if the player is over the age of

to

18. However, there are exceptions to

(“unaccompanied refugee player”);

transfers

and

this rule. The first three exceptions and
the so-called 5- year-rule are outlined
in the FIFA RSTP , and can be
summarised as follows:

the

player

his/her

moving

country

due

of

to

origin

f) the player's education was clearly the
primary reason for the move without
his/her parents and the duration did
not exceed one year (“exchange student

a) the parents of the player moved to
the new country for reasons not linked
to football;
b) the player is aged between 16 and 18
and is moving within the territory of the
EU/EEA;

player”).
MINOR APPLICATIONS
Of all minor applications created in
2017, 3,312 have been decided upon to
date,

meaning

they

were

either

approved or rejected by a single judge

c) both the player’s domicile and the

of the FIFA Players’ Status Sub

new club are within 50km of their

Committee. It is important to note that

common borders and the distance

this number is subject to change, based

between the two is under 100km;

on the daily decisions of the Sub-

d) the player has lived continuously for
at least the last five years in the country
of intended first registration prior to
the request. With high reservation and
under very specific circumstances only,
two

additional

exceptions

are

recognised by FIFA for certain groups
of

minor

players

based

on

jurisprudence, and can be summarised
as follows:

Committee

which

reviews

each

application individually, and taking
into account that certain cases may
require

more

time

than

others.

Therefore, some applications that are
submitted in a given year may be
approved or rejected in the following
year. Reasons of the 3,312 applications
created in 2017 and decided upon,
52.1% were for international transfers
and 47.9% for first registrations.
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As players get closer to the age of 18,

yearolds are for players who transfer to

there are more minor applications. The

play as professionals, a much higher

peak is for 16- year old players, which

rate than at any other age. 217 of the

may be linked to two factors. Firstly,

3,288

once a player turns 16, the exception in

concerned the movement of female

article 19, par. 2b of the FIFA RSTP can

players.

be applied, allowing minor players to

overwhelming

move within the EU/EEA subject to

applications concerned minors moving

certain conditions. Secondly, 16 is often

to play as amateurs (92.5%), while in

the age when players can sign their first

only 7.5% of applications the minor was

professional contract. Indeed, over a

transferring as a professional.

quarter of the applications for 16-

minor

applications

Player

status

majority

of

(6.6%)
The
minor
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#4. FIFA HUMAN RIGHTS ADVISORY BOARD:
ACTIVITY REPORT’17

Image Courtesy -www.fifa.com

The FIFA Human Rights Advisory

an initial term of two years. The Board

Board was established by FIFA in early

provides

2017 to help strengthen its efforts to

recommendations on all issues that it

ensure respect for human rights. The

considers

Board

eight

implementation of FIFA’s human rights

international experts in human rights,

responsibilities under article 3 of the

including labour rights and anti-

FIFA Statutes, including with regard to

corruption issues, from the United

its policy commitments, human rights

Nations, trade unions, civil society and

due diligence processes, and processes

business who have been appointed for

for

is

composed

of

FIFA

with

relevant

remediation.

The

advice
to

Board

and
the

was
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established on the initiative of FIFA’s

Hommes),

President and members of the Board

(Transparency

are appointed by FIFA’s Secretary

Germany),

General. The public terms of reference

(FIFPro), Lene Wendland (Office of the

(TOR) for the Board were developed by

UN High Commissioner for Human

FIFA in consultation with a range of

Rights), Brent Wilton (The Coca-Cola

stakeholders, including representatives

Company), Ambet Yuson (Building and

of international organisations, trade

Woodworkers’ International).

unions,

civil

commercial

society
partners.

and

FIFA’s

The

eight

members of the Board provide advice
on an independent basis and receive no
financial or other compensation for
their time. To guide its work, the Board

Sylvia
Theo

Schenk
International

van

Seggelen

The independent members of the
advisory board act in their professional
capacity and do not receive any
financial or other compensation for the
time invested.

adopted a set of operating principles at

FIFA’S MOST SALIENT HUMAN

its first meeting in March 2017. The

RIGHTS ISSUES

Board meets in person at FIFA’s
headquarters in Zurich twice a year. In
practice, the Board meets virtually on a
regular basis, both independently and
together with the secretariat. Also,
twice yearly, the Board produces a
public report on its work in general.
MEMBERS OF FIFA’S HUMAN
RIGHTS ADVISORY BOARD
These eight experts on business and
human rights are members of FIFA’s
Human Rights Advisory Board: –
William Anderson (adidas, Rachel
Davis (Shift, current chairperson of the
Board), Ignacio Packer (Terre des

FIFA’s salient human rights issues can
be grouped in three categories:
Category 1: Issues related to events
1a.

Construction

of

event-related

infrastructure
1b. Event-related supply chains
1c.

Recruitment

and

working

conditions of local staff and volunteers
1d. Provision of safety and security
1e. Discrimination linked to events
Category
2: Issues related to football governance
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2a. Employment and transfer of players
2b. Activities of member associations
Category

Russian law enforcement authorities.
In 2016, a total of 39 inspections were
carried out and the programme has

3: Issues related to in-house operations
3a.

and the LOC as well as with relevant

Recruitment

and

working

conditions of FIFA staff

continued at the same pace throughout
2017, with 20 additional inspections
carried out until May 2017. In order to
further strengthen the mechanisms in

3b. Procurement of goods and services

place, FIFA and the LOC signed a

at FIFA headquarters

Memorandum
(MoU)

3c. Licensee supply chains

of

with

the

Understanding
Building

and

Woodworkers’ International (BWI) and

ENSURING DECENT WORKING

the Russian Construction Workers

CONDITIONS

ON

Union (RBWU) in August 2016. The

CONSTRUCTION SITES FOR THE

MoU includes collaboration on joint

2018

inspections,

the

negotiations

to

FIFA

WORLD

CUP

IN

RUSSIA
In

Russia,

FIFA

and

the

Local

Organising Committee (LOC) have
developed a Decent Work Monitoring
System in collaboration with a Russian
expert institution, the Klinsky Institute
of Labour Protection and Working
Conditions.

Klinsky

inspects

all

facilitation
address

of

workers’

complaints, and support from the trade
unions in the finalisation of the
inspection methodology. By April 2017,
the BWI and/or the RBWU had
accompanied 14 inspections under the
2018 FIFA World Cup Decent Work
Monitoring System.

stadium construction sites in two-day

INTEGRATION

on-site inspections on a quarterly basis

RIGHTS IN THE SELECTION OF

and reports any inconsistencies to the

HOST(S) FOR THE 2026 FIFA

companies as well as to FIFA and the

WORLD CUP

LOC.

If

any such

inconsistencies

involve risks to the health and safety of
workers, they are escalated within FIFA

OF

HUMAN

The integration of human rights into
the bidding and hosting processes of
the 2026 FIFA World Cup is based on
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the UNGPs. Key elements include a

which was launched in May 2015 and

requirement

the

has been operating in full swing since

selected host country or countries to

mid-2016. FIFA is implementing the

make a public commitment to respect

monitoring system in collaboration

internationally

human

with FARE, an NGO network working

rights in line with the UNGPs in all

to combat racism and discrimination in

aspects of their activities relating to the

football. As part of the monitoring

hosting and staging of the competition

system, independent observers are

and to provide a human rights strategy

present at all matches identified as

and concept, including a detailed risk

involving

assessment and strategy to address

discriminatory

potential

rights

observers report on any discriminatory

impacts. An initial assessment and

incidents, and these reports then serve

strategy proposal will have to be

as a basis for FIFA-internal disciplinary

provided by the bidders as part of the

procedures and potential sanctions of

bidding process. Human rights criteria

member associations by FIFA. The

and the information provided by the

system is being implemented for the

bidders will then be an integral part of

2018 FIFA World Cup qualifiers and

the

has led to a series of sanctions in recent

bid

for

human

evaluation
been

and

recognised

adverse

administration.
has/have

bidders

Once

by

the

the

selected,

FIFA
host(s)

relevant

entities tasked with staging the event

heightened

risks

incidents.

of
The

months.
PROTECTION OF MINORS

will be required to put an in-depth

Young footballers are vulnerable to

human rights due diligence process in

potential exploitation and abuse when

place and to cooperate closely with

they are in a foreign country without

FIFA in that regard.

proper controls. FIFA therefore works
hard to protect the rights of players

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION

younger than 18 – whether male or

MONITORING SYSTEM

female, amateur or professional. This is

A central part of FIFA’s work on

primarily

antidiscrimination is the FIFA Anti-

enforcement of regulations prohibiting

Discrimination

the international transfer of a minor, or

Monitoring

System,

done

through

the
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the first registration of a minor in a

of minor applications via TMS, allows

country of which he/she is not a

FIFA to prevent the discrimination and

national,

and

unfair treatment of (foreign) minor

An

players and ultimately to protect the

except

verifiable

in

specific

circumstances.

international transfer of a minor player
cannot take place unless one of the
exceptions

outlined

in

article

19

paragraph 2 of the FIFA Regulations on

youngest participants in the game.
WFSGI AND PLEDGE FOR THE
FIFA QUALITY PROGRAMME

the Status and Transfer of Players or

Each company that wishes to sign a

the so-called “five-year rule” (cf. art. 19

FIFA licence agreement and become

paras 3 and 4 of the mentioned

part of the FIFA Quality Programme

regulations) apply. Equally, subject to

must,

certain strict prerequisites being met,

manufacturer, sign a pledge form

refugee players or exchange students

confirming that they are both in

may, on limited occasions and with

compliance with all of the principles set

extreme reservation, be authorised to

forth in the WFSGI Code of Conduct. In

transfer

sub-

order to verify this, the FIFA licensee

committee of the FIFA Players’ Status

has to provide the WFSGI with an audit

Committee is charged with reviewing

report

applications for these cases, taking into

compliance with the WFSGI Code of

consideration

specific

Conduct. The audit report must cover

circumstances of each individual case

all of the provisions stipulated in the

while recognising the opportunities for

Code of Conduct and must be issued by

integration

certainly

an internationally recognised third-

offers. The practical application of the

party auditing company. A separate

relevant provisions of the regulations

pledge is required for each location at

on the protection of minors by the

which

relevant deciding body on a case-by-

manufactured, and every FIFA licensee

case

must renew each pledge annually.

internationally.

the

that

basis

The

football

and

within

aforementioned

exhaustive

combined

the

with

the
scope,

administrative

procedure in place for the submission

together

proving

its

FIFA-certified

with

supplier’s

products

their

full

are

Over the past year, FIFA has further
defined and clarified its internal roles
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and responsibilities related to the

which fall under the responsibility of

implementation of its human rights

the FIFA Congress. Furthermore, the

commitment. As a statutory provision,

FIFA Governance Committee provides

the commitment is binding upon all

strategic guidance to the FIFA Council

FIFA bodies and officials when they are

on

exercising their respective powers and

Governance Committee, which was

competences.

formed in 2016, has created their own

The

specific

human

rights

internal

the strategic and the operational arms

Group. Its members take a leading role

of the organisation. At the strategic

in the committee’s work on human

level, the FIFA Council is responsible

rights and engage directly with the

for the overall strategic direction of the

relevant FIFA departments with regard

organisation. It adopts and decides on

to

amendments to FIFA regulations, with

organisation’s human rights work.

the exception of the FIFA Statutes

strategic

Rights

The

responsibilities are separated between

the

Human

issues.

aspects

Working

of

the
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#5. WFSGI CODE OF CONDUCT – SETTING
STANDARDS OF RULES OF SPORTS

Image Courtesy -http://www.sgiauk.com

The World Federation of the Sporting

standards. WFSGI is committed to

Goods Industry (WFSGI) was formed in

fostering a sports industry in which

1978 to promote the world’s sporting

members

activities, to standardise the size of

partnerships with those who share the

equipment and the rules of sport, to

values of sport and take responsibility

improve the standards of quality for

for making the values real through

sporting

promote

active engagement. WFSGI members

responsible and sustainable practices

recognize the important role they play

in sporting goods internationally. At

in the global economy and their

present, the WFSGI consists of a

influence on the social and economic

diverse global membership including

conditions under which sporting goods

brands, manufacturers, retailers and

are

national & regional sports federations

exercised both through their actions as

.The ideals of the WFSGI are the ideals

employers, and, far more profoundly,

of sport, and the organisation seeks to

through their decisions as customers of

promote fairness, honesty, mutual

companies that serve as suppliers of

understanding

goods and services. For the purpose of

goods

and

and

to

high

ethical

actively

produced.

build

That

business

influence

is
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this Code “employer” refers to both

health and safety. Local industry

members and suppliers when they are

standards should prevail when higher

responsible

The

than the local legal requirements. In

Principles of the WFSGI Code of

countries where the legal requirements

Conduct

relevant

fall short of internationally recognised

International

standards, it is recommended that

are

Conventions
Labour

for

employees.

based
of

on

the

Organization

(ILO),

the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and

internationally

occupational

health

accepted
and

safety

standards. The purpose of the Code is to
guide

WFSGI

members

in

the

standards and practices expected in the
workplaces
contract

that
from.

they

operate

WFSGI

or
also

acknowledges that companies operate

members should apply the following
minimum criteria:
1. Forced Labour - Employers shall not
use forced labour, whether in the form
of prison labour, indentured labour,
bonded labour, or

otherwise. No

employee can be compelled to work
through force, the threat of force, or
intimidation of any form.

under different legal, economic, social

2. Non-discrimination - No person shall

and cultural environments and these

be subject to any discrimination in

differences merit understanding and

employment, included in hiring, salary,

respect. Never the less, the WFSGI

benefits,

Code of Conduct applies to all WFSGI

termination or retirement, on the basis

members, their suppliers and any

of gender, race, religion, age, disability,

authorised sub-contractors involved in

sexual orientation, nationality, political

the production process.

opinion, or social or ethnic origin.
shall be treated on an equal basis with

Member companies and their suppliers
must operate in full compliance with
national and local laws, rules and
regulations relevant to their business
operations including but not restricted
employment,

environment

discipline,

Foreign or domestic migrant labour

LEGAL COMPLIANCE

to

advancement,

and

local employees.
3.

Freedom

of

Association

and

Collective Bargaining - The rights of
workers to join (or not to join)
organisations and associations of their
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own choosing without penalty and

Overtime work must be voluntary.

interference, and to bargain collectively

Employees shall be allowed to at least

shall be recognised and respected.

twenty four (24) consecutive hours rest

Where

within every seven day period.

the

right

to

freedom

of

association and collective bargaining is
restricted under law, the employer shall
consider the development of parallel
means

for

independent

and

free

association and bargaining.

6. Regular Employment - Employees
shall be employed on the basis of a
recognised employment relationship
established through national law and
practice. Obligations of employers shall

4. Wages and Benefits - Employees

not be avoided through the excessive

shall be fully and legally compensated

use

for all hours worked. In all cases, wages

subcontracting

must equal or exceed the minimum

schemes.

wage or the industry wage, whichever is
higher

and

all

legally

mandated

benefits including insurances, holidays
and leave shall be provided. In addition
to their compensation for regular hours
of

work,

employees

shall

be

compensated for overtime hours at the
rate legally required in the country of
operation or, in those countries where
such laws do not exist, at a rate
exceeding

their

regular

hourly

compensation rate.

be required, except in extraordinary
business circumstances, to work in
excess of 60 hours (including overtime)
week,

requirement,

or

temporary
or

contracts,

apprenticeship

7. Child Labour - No person shall be
employed at an age younger than 15 (or
14 where the country of operation
allows), or younger than the age for
completing compulsory education in
the country of manufacture where such
age is higher than 15. All legal
requirements for employees under 18
shall be followed and no person under
the age of 18 shall be engaged in
hazardous work or conditions, or any
work at night.

5. Hours of Work - Employees shall not

per

of

the

whichever

local

legal

is

less.

8. Health and Safety - A safe and
hygienic working environment shall be
provided, and occupational health and
safety

practices

which

prevent

accidents and injury to health arising
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out of, linked with, or occurring in the

•

course of work or as a result of the

reduction in the use and disposal of

operation of employer facilities shall be

hazardous chemicals

promoted. This includes safe buildings,
fire protection, electrical safety, safe
use of hazardous substances and
correct use of personal protective

Responsible

management

and

• Reducing, minimizing and avoiding
pollution and waste including solids,
liquid and air emissions

equipment.

Lighting,

heating

and

• Designing and developing products,

ventilation

systems

should

be

materials and technologies according to

adequate.

Employees

should

have

access to adequate sanitary facilities
and potable water at all times. The
workplace shall have safety and health

sustainable principles
• Integrating principles of sustainability
into business decisions and practices

policies and procedures that are clearly
communicated to the all employees. All
standards shall apply to employee
residential facilities, where provided by
employers.

Members and their suppliers shall have
full knowledge of subcontractors in
their supply chain. All declared and
approved subcontractors must comply

9. Harassment or abuse - Every

with this Code. Members and their

employee shall be treated with respect

suppliers recognise the economic and

and dignity and has the right to a

social impact of their work and commit

workplace free from physical, sexual,

to improving conditions in the wider

psychological or verbal harassment or

communities in which they operate.

abuse.

Members are encouraged to draw up

Members and their suppliers shall aim
for progressive improvement in their
environmental

performance.

This

includes:
• Responsible use of natural resources
such as energy and water

their own specific code of ethical
conduct, if they have not already done
so, building on the above standards.
These Principles have been adopted by
WFSGI

to

provide

guidance

for

members and suppliers to ensure their
business

operates

responsibly.
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Members shall take steps to ensure

compliance; and ensure that adequate

compliance with these standards in

steps are taken to prevent recurrence

their own operations and in those of

and/or

their

are

organisations. WFSGI reserves the

[e.g.

right to require members to report

significant and/or persistent breaches]

regularly on the steps they are taking to

whether

or

ensure compliance with this Code and

monitors,

responsible business practices more

suppliers.

instances

of

there

non-compliance

found

independent

Where

by

external

internal

members shall ensure timely and
reasonable remediation of such non-

broadly.

occurrence

in

other
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#6. THE LUZHNIKI, A GREEN STADIUM: FIFA
FOR ENVIORNMENT PROTECTION

Image Courtesy -http://stadiumdb.com

Highlighting

its

commitment

to

term

national

and

regional

sustainability in the future, in 2009

development

FIFA decided to include it as a topic in

programmes, with the ultimate goal of

future bidding agreements starting

creating social, environmental and

with the bidding process for the FIFA

economic improvements in host cities

World Cup (FWC) in 2018 and 2022.

and regions and of setting a new

All bidders were required to provide

standard for mega-events across the

comprehensive information on their

world’s

activities aimed at social development

immense size and cultural, ethnic and

and environmental protection. The

linguistic diversity give the 2018 FWC

2018 FWC in Russia was initially

an

planned in close connection with long-

unprecedented legacy of sustainability

largest

opportunity

strategies

country.

to

and

Russia’s

bequeath

an
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and social and human development.

society in Host Nations, and Russia is

The bid commitments were built

no exception. With just over four

around a number of key pillars, which

months remaining until the start of the

reflected the bid requirements and the

tournament, the venue hosting the

long-term development priorities of the

Opening Match and Final of the 2018

Russian Federation, including:

FIFA World Cup Russia has received a

• Public health improvements

final

certificate

of

pass

from

international green standard BREEAM.

• The development of social institutions

Certifying stadiums in accordance with

and social policy

sustainable standards is an important

• The development of physical culture
and sports
• Mitigation of environmental risks
• Labour market development

aim for the tournament organisers:
building sporting arenas in line with
‘green standards’ not only reduces their
impact on the environment but also, to
a great extent, determines usage in the
future, including a decrease in the use

• Youth development programmes

of water and energy.

The following international standards

The Luzhniki Stadium, which last

and guidelines provide a framework for

November welcomed the Russian and

the creation of the 2018 FIFA World

Argentinian national teams for the first

Cup Sustainability Strategy:

game

• ISO 20121:2012 Event Sustainability
Management Systems

at

the

venue

after

a

comprehensive renovation, has gone
through an entire cycle of certification
from design to construction by the

• ISO 26000:2010 Guidance on Social

same standard. Decisions concerning

Responsibility

the

• AA1000 Stakeholder Engagement
Standard (AA1000SES)
The FIFA World Cup has always had a
strong influence on many aspects of

green

construction

and

environmental efficiency of the facility
were incorporated into the project from
the very early stages.
The Luzhniki: a green stadium
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Energy conservation at the Luzhniki

Apart from the Luzhniki, two other

Stadium is achieved through modern

World Cup stadiums have undergone

heating,

air-

certification according to sustainable

as

standards. In January, the Spartak

bringing together all essential utilities

Stadium in Moscow received its final

into one automated central system.

BREEAM-in-use certificate with level

This will allow complete monitoring

‘Good’. This venue is surrounded by

and control of how much energy the

large green spaces and its energy supply

building is consuming. Using LED-

is regulated effectively by various

based lamps instead of incandescent

management

lights will save a significant amount of

significant resources are saved.

ventilation

conditioning

systems,

and
as

well

electricity. The lighting outside of the
venue

was

also

installed

electricity-saving strategies.

using
Water-

saving technology at the stadium will
allow hundreds of thousands of litres to
be saved during a match at full
operational

capacity.

Large

green

spaces and a high number of trees
already present on the surrounding
territory were preserved during the
reconstruction,

while

even

more

greenery was also added. According to
the stadium managers, 1,050 trees and
bushes were planted, and 15,700
squared metres of flower beds were laid
down.
Environmental
reaching new heights

systems

that

ensure

The Kazan Arena has received ‘Silver’
on its final certificate from “RUSO.
THE FOOTBALL STADIUMS”, which
was set up as part of the 2018 World
Cup preparations and to fullfil the
mandatory requirement of FIFA for
green certification of football stadiums
used for the tournament. A group of
experts working for the Ministry of
National

Resources

and

the

Environment – and supported by the
2018 FIFA World Cup Russia Local
Organising

Committee

(LOC)

–

developed this national green standard,
which is the first of its kind in the
country. It was designed especially for

protection

the voluntary certification of football
stadiums

in

accordance

with

the

principles of sustainable construction.
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#7. SPORTS ARBITRATION RULES FOR THE
OLYMPIC GAMES

Image Courtesy -https://www.premiumtimesng.com

The purpose of the present Rules is to

such request, have exhausted all the

provide, in the interests of the athletes

internal remedies available to her/him

and of sport, for the resolution by

pursuant to the statutes or regulations

arbitration of any disputes covered by

of the sports body concerned, unless

Rule 61 of the Olympic Charter, insofar

the time needed to exhaust the internal

as they arise during the Olympic Games

remedies would make the appeal to the

or during a period of ten days preceding

CAS Ad Hoc Division ineffective.

the Opening Ceremony of the Olympic
Games. In the case of a request for
arbitration

against

a

decision

pronounced by the IOC, an NOC, an
International

Federation

or

an

Organising Committee for the Olympic
Games, the claimant must, before filing

Ad hoc Division - The ICAS shall
establish an ad hoc Division of the CAS,
the function of which is to provide for
the resolution by arbitration of the
disputes covered by Article 1 by means
of Panels set up in accordance with the
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present Rules. The ad hoc Division

where necessary, disqualify themselves

consists of arbitrators appearing on a

in one another's favour.

special list, a President, a Co-president
and a Court Office.

Court Office - The CAS shall establish
a Court Office of the ad hoc Division on

Special List of Arbitrators - The

the site of the Olympic Games. Such

ICAS, acting through its Board, shall

office shall be placed under the

draw up the special list of arbitrators

authority of the CAS Secretary General.

referred to in Article 2. This special list

Article 6 Language of Arbitration The

consists only of arbitrators who appear

arbitration shall be conducted in

on the CAS general list of arbitrators

English or French as determined by the

and who are present at the OG. None of

President of the ad hoc Division.

these arbitrators may act for the CAS
Anti-doping Division during the same
edition of the OG, nor thereafter in

Seat

matters connected to the said edition of

Governing the Arbitration - The

the OG. The special list of arbitrators

seat of the ad hoc Division and of each

shall be published before the opening of

Panel is in Lausanne, Switzerland.

the OG. It may be subsequently

However, the ad hoc Division and each

modified by the ICAS Board.

Panel may carry out all the actions

Presidency - The ICAS Board shall
elect the President and the

Co-

president of the ad hoc Division from
among the members of the ICAS. The
President shall perform the functions
conferred upon him by the present

of

Arbitration

and

Law

which fall within their mission at the
site of the Olympic Games or in any
other place they deem appropriate. The
arbitration is governed by Chapter 12 of
the Swiss Act on Private International
Law.

Rules and all other functions relevant to

Representation and Assistance -

the proper operation of the ad hoc

The parties may be represented or

Division.

assisted by persons of their choice

The

Co-president

may

substitute for the President at any time.

insofar

as

circumstances

permit,

The President and the Co-president

particularly with regard to the time

must be independent of the parties and,

limit set for the award. The names,
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addresses, telephone and facsimile

emailed to the Court Office with the

numbers of the persons representing

exception of the application which must

the parties and details of any other

be delivered to the Court Office, which

written

will issue a time-dated receipt.

forms

of

electronic

communication by which they may be
reached shall appear in the application
submitted at the start of the hearing.
Notifications

Application - Any individual or legal
entity wishing to bring before the ad
hoc Division of the CAS a dispute of the

and

present Rules shall file a written

Communications - All notifications

application with the Court Office. The

and communications from the ad hoc

application shall be written in English

Division (Panel, Presidency or Court

or French. A standard application form

Office) shall be given to the claimant: by

is available to the parties at the Court

delivery to the address at the OG site

Office.

appearing in the request or at the

Committees concerned are not parties

electronic mail address specified in the

to the proceedings and do not receive a

request or, in the absence of all of the

copy of the application in that capacity,

above, by deposit at the Court Office. To

this application shall be communicated

the

to them for information purposes.

respondent:

by

delivery

or

electronic mail to his or her office or
place of residence at the site of the OG.
The ad hoc Division may also give
notifications and communications by
telephone
subsequently

and
in

confirm
writing,

them
or

by

electronic mail. In the absence of
written

confirmation,

the

communication is nevertheless valid if
the addressee had actual knowledge of
it.
Notifications

the

National

Olympic

Formation of the Panel - Upon
receipt of the application, the President
of the ad hoc Division constitutes a
Panel composed of three arbitrators
appearing on the special list described
in Article 2 of the Rules and appoints
the President thereof. In the event that
it appears

appropriate under the

circumstances, the President of the ad
hoc Division may, in his discretion,
appoint

and

If

a

sole

arbitrator.

If

an

communications

application is filed which is related to

from the parties shall be delivered or

an arbitration already pending before
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the ad hoc Division, the President of the

be

ad hoc Division may assign the second

circumstances give rise to legitimate

dispute to the Panel appointed to

doubts as to his or her independence.

decide the first dispute. In order to

The President of the ad hoc Division is

decide upon such assignment, the

competent to take cognizance of any

President of the ad hoc Division shall

challenge requested by a party. She/he

take into account all the circumstances,

shall

including the relation between the two

immediately after giving the parties and

cases and the progress already made in

the

the first case. The Court Office shall

opportunity to be heard, insofar as

convey the application to the Panel.

circumstances permit. Any challenge

Independence and Qualifications
of the Arbitrators - All arbitrators
must have legal training and possess
recognized competence with regard to
sport. They must be independent of the
parties and disclose immediately any
circumstance likely to compromise
their independence. All arbitrators
must be present during the OG and be
available for the ad hoc Division at any
time. The President of the ad hoc
Division

is

subject

to

the

same

obligations. No CAS arbitrator may act
as counsel for a party or other

challenged

decide

by

upon

arbitrator

a

the

party

if

challenge

concerned

the

must be brought as soon as the reason
for the challenge becomes known. Any
arbitrator may be removed by the
President of the ad hoc Division if
she/he is prevented from carrying out
the assignment or fails to perform
her/his duties in accordance with the
present

Rules.

If

an

arbitrator

disqualifies her- or himself voluntarily
or if the President of the ad hoc Division
accepts a challenge by a party or
removes an arbitrator, the President of
the ad hoc Division shall immediately
appoint an arbitrator to fill the vacancy.

interested person before the ad hoc

Stay of Decision Challenged and

Division.

Preliminary Relief of Extreme

Challenge, Disqualification and
Removal

of

Arbitrators

-

An

arbitrator must disqualify him- or
herself voluntarily or, failing that, may

Urgency - In case of extreme urgency,
the Panel, where already formed, or
otherwise the President of the ad hoc
Division, may rule on an application for
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a stay of the effects of the challenged

present ad hoc procedure. The Panel

decision or for any other preliminary

shall

relief without hearing the respondent

evidentiary proceedings.

first. The decision granting such relief
ceases to be effective when the Panel
gives a decision within the meaning of
article 20 of the present Rules. When
deciding

whether

to

award

any

preliminary relief, the President of the
ad hoc Division or the Panel, as the case
may be, shall consider whether the
relief is necessary to protect the
applicant from irreparable harm, the
likelihood of success on the merits of
the claim, and whether the interests of
the applicant outweigh those of the
opponent or of other members of the
Olympic Community.
Procedure before the Panel –
a) Any defence of lack of jurisdiction of
the Panel must be raised at the start of

have

full

control

over

the

c) Hearing except where it considers
another

form of

procedure more

appropriate, the Panel shall summon
the parties to a hearing on very short
notice immediately upon receipt of the
application. It shall append a copy of
the application to the summons to
appear addressed to the respondent. At
the hearing, the Panel shall hear the
parties and take all appropriate action
with respect to evidence. The parties
shall introduce at the hearing all the
evidence they intend to adduce and
produce the witnesses, who shall be
heard immediately. If it considers itself
to be sufficiently well informed, the
Panel may decide not to hold a hearing
and to render an award immediately.

the proceedings or, at the latest, at the

d) If a party requests an opportunity to

start of the hearing.

introduce additional evidence which,

b) The Panel organizes the procedure as
it considers appropriate while taking
into account the specific needs and
circumstances of the case, the interests
of the parties, in particular their right to
be heard, and the particular constraints
of speed and efficiency specific to the

for legitimate reasons, it was not able to
produce at the hearing, the Panel may
permit such introduction to the extent
necessary to the resolution of the
dispute. The Panel may at any time take
any appropriate action with respect to
evidence. In particular, it may appoint
an expert and order the production of
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documents, information or any other

President of the Panel. It shall be

evidence. It may also, in its discretion,

written, dated and signed by the

decide whether to admit or exclude

President of the Panel and, in principle,

evidence offered by the parties and

brief reasons will be stated. Before the

assess the weight of evidence. The

award is signed, it shall be reviewed by

Panel

the President of the ad hoc Division,

shall

inform

the

parties

accordingly.

who may make amendments of form

e) If any party fails to appear at the
hearing or to comply with injunctions,
summonses or other communications
issued by the Panel, the Panel may
nevertheless proceed.

and, without affecting the Panel’s
freedom of decision may also draw the
latter’s attention to points of substance.
It shall be communicated to the parties
immediately. The Panel may decide to
communicate the operative portion of

The Panel’s Power to Review - The

the award, prior to the reasons. The

Panel shall have full power to establish

award

the facts on which the application is

communication.

based. The Panel shall rule on the

Olympic Committees concerned are not

dispute

the Olympic

parties to the proceedings and do not

Charter, the applicable regulations,

receive a copy of the award in that

general principles of law and the rules

capacity,

of law, the application of which it deems

communicated to them for information

appropriate. The Panel shall give a

purposes.

pursuant

to

decision within 24 hours of the lodging
of the application. In exceptional cases,
this time limit may be extended by the

shall

be

this

final
If

from

the

award

such

National

shall

be

Enforceability and Scope of the
Decision -

President of the ad hoc Division if

a) Choice of final award or referral

circumstances so require.

Taking

Decision-making
Communication

of

-

Form
the

and

Decision

Decisions are taken by a majority or, in
the absence of a majority, by the

into

account

all

the

circumstances of the case, including the
claimant’s request for relief, the nature
and complexity of the dispute, the
urgency of its resolution, the extent of
the evidence required and of the legal
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issues to be resolved, the parties’ right

final and binding upon the parties

to be heard and the state of the record

subject to recourse available in certain

at the end of the ad hoc arbitration

circumstances pursuant to Swiss Law

proceedings, the Panel may either make

within 30 days from the notification of

a final award or refer the dispute to

the original decision. It may not be

arbitration by the CAS in accordance

challenged by way of an action for

with

Sports-related

setting aside to the extent that the

Arbitration. The Panel may also make

parties have no domicile, habitual

an award on part of the dispute and

residence, or business establishment in

refer the unresolved part of the dispute

Switzerland

to regular CAS procedure.

expressly excluded all setting aside

the

Code

of

b) Preliminary relief in case of referral
If it refers the dispute to regular CAS
procedure, the Panel may, even where
the parties have made no application to

and

proceedings
agreement

that

in
or

they

have

the

arbitration

a

subsequent

in

agreement, in particular at the outset of
the arbitration.

that effect, grant preliminary relief

Cost-free

which will remain in effect until the

Proceedings - The facilities and

arbitrators decide otherwise in the

services of the CAS ad hoc Division,

regular CAS procedure.

including the provision of arbitrators to

c) Referral If the Panel refers the
dispute to regular CAS procedure
Enforceability - The decision is
enforceable immediately. It shall be

Nature

of

the

the parties to a dispute, are free of
charge. However, the parties shall pay
their own costs of legal representation,
experts, witnesses and interpreters.
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#8. AMENDMENTS TO THE CODE OF
SPORTS-RELATED ARBITRATION (in force
as from 1 January 2017)

Image Courtesy -https://www.acerislaw.com

R32 - Time limits - The time limits

the end of the first subsequent business

fixed under this Code shall begin from

day.

the day after that on which notification
by the CAS is received. Official holidays
and non-working days are included in
the calculation of time limits. The time
limits fixed under this Code are
respected if the communications by the
parties are sent before midnight, time
of the location of their own domicile or,
if represented, of the domicile of their
main legal representative where the
notification has to be made, on the last
day on which such time limits expire. If
the last day of the time limit is an
official holiday or a non-business day in
the country location from where the
notification is to be made document is
to be sent, the time limit shall expire at

R40.1 Number of Arbitrators - The
Panel is composed of one or three
arbitrators.

If

the

arbitration

agreement does not specify the number
of arbitrators, the President of the
Division shall determine the number,
taking into account the circumstances
of the case. The Division President may
then choose to appoint a Sole arbitrator
when the Claimant so requests and the
Respondent does not pay its share of
the advance of costs within the time
limit fixed by the CAS Court Office. R50
Number of Arbitrators The appeal shall
be submitted to a Panel of three
arbitrators, unless the parties have
agreed to a Panel composed of a sole
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arbitrator or, in the absence of any

the

agreement

parties

challenged decision, for information.

regarding the number of arbitrators,

The CAS Court Office may publicly

the President of the Division decides to

announce the initiation of any appeals

submit the appeal to a sole arbitrator,

arbitration procedure and, at a later

taking into account the circumstances

stage

of the case, including whether or not

composition of the arbitral panel and

the Respondent has paidpays its share

the hearing date, unless the parties

of the advance of costs within the time

agree otherwise. With the agreement of

limit fixed by the CAS Court Office.

the parties, the Panel or, if it has not yet

between

the

R52 Initiation of the Arbitration
by the CAS - Unless it appears from
the outset that there is clearly no
arbitration agreement referring to CAS,
that the agreement is clearly not related
to the dispute at stake or that the
internal legal remedies available to the
Appellant
exhausted,
appropriate

have
CAS

clearly
shall

actions

to

not

been

take

all

set

the

arbitration in motion. The CAS Court
Office shall communicate the statement
of appeal to the Respondent, and the

authority

and

which

where

issued

applicable,

the

the

been appointed, the President of the
Division may proceed in an expedited
manner and shall issue appropriate
directions for such procedure. Where a
party files a statement of appeal in
connection with a decision which is the
subject of a pending appeal before CAS,
the President of the Panel, or if she/he
has not yet been appointed, the
President of the Division, may decide,
after inviting submissions from the
parties,

to

consolidate

the

two

procedures.

President of the Division shall proceed

R59 Award - The award shall be

with the formation of the Panel in

rendered by a majority decision, or in

accordance with Articles R53 and R54.

the absence of a majority, by the

If applicable, she/he shall also decide

President alone. It shall be written,

promptly on any application for a stay

dated and signed. The award shall state

or for interim measures. The CAS Court

brief reasons. The sole signature of the

Office shall send a copy of the

President of the Panel or the signatures

statement of appeal and appeal brief to

of

the

two

co-arbitrators, if

the
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President does not sign, shall suffice.

communicated to the parties within

Before the award is signed, it shall be

three months after the transfer of the

transmitted to the CAS Secretary

file to the Panel. Such time limit may be

General who may make rectifications of

extended by the President of the

pure form and may also draw the

Appeals Arbitration Division upon a

attention of the Panel to fundamental

reasoned request from the President of

issues of principle. Dissenting opinions

the Panel. A copy of the operative part

are not recognized by CAS and are not

of the award, if any, and of the full

notified. The Panel may decide to

award shall be communicated to the

communicate the operative part of the

authority or sports body which has

award to the parties, prior to the

rendered the challenged decision, if

reasons. The award shall be enforceable

that body is not a party to the

from such notification of the operative

proceedings.

part by courier, facsimile and/or
electronic mail. The award, notified by
the CAS Court Office, shall be final and
binding upon the parties subject to
recourse

available

in

certain

circumstances pursuant to Swiss Law
within 30 days from the notification of
the original award. It may not be
challenged by way of an action for
setting aside to the extent that the
parties have no domicile, habitual
residence, or business establishment in
Switzerland

and

that

they

have

expressly excluded all setting aside
proceedings

in

the

arbitration

agreement or in an agreement entered
into subsequently, in particular at the
outset of the arbitration. The operative
part

of

the

award

shall

be

R64.4

At

the

end

of

the

proceedings, the CAS Court Office
shall determine the final amount
of the cost of arbitration, which
shall include: - the CAS Court Office
fee, - the administrative costs of the
CAS calculated in accordance with the
CAS scale, - the costs and fees of the
arbitrators, - the fees of the ad hoc
clerk, if any, calculated in accordance
with the CAS fee scale, - a contribution
towards the expenses of the CAS, and the costs of witnesses, experts and
interpreters. The final account of the
arbitration costs may either be included
in

the

award

or

communicated

separately to the parties. The advance
of costs already paid by the parties are
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not reimbursed by the CAS with the

as the conduct and the financial

exception of the portion which exceeds

resources of the parties.

the total amount of the arbitration
costs. R64.5 In the arbitral award, the
Panel shall determine which party shall
bear the arbitration costs or in which
proportion the parties shall share them.
As a general rule and without any
specific request from the parties, the
Panel has discretion to grant the
prevailing party a contribution towards
its legal fees and other expenses
incurred

in

connection

with

the

proceedings and, in particular, the costs
of witnesses and interpreters. When
granting such contribution, the Panel
shall take into account the complexity
and outcome of the proceedings, as well

R65.3 Each party shall pay for the
costs of its own witnesses, experts
and interpreters. In the arbitral
award and without any specific request
from the

parties, the

Panel

has

discretion to grant the prevailing party
a contribution towards its legal fees and
other expenses incurred in connection
with the proceedings and, in particular,
the costs of witnesses and interpreters.
When granting such contribution, the
Panel shall take into account the
complexity and the outcome of the
proceedings, as well as the conduct and
financial resources of the parties.
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#9. ADMISSION TO THE OLYMPIC WINTER
GAMES 2018: APPLICATIONS FILED BY
RUSSIAN ATHLETES AND COACHES
DISMISSED

Image Courtesy --https://www.nytimes.com/

The Court of Arbitration for Sport

disqualified them from the events in

(CAS) had registered 22 appeals filed by

which they participated at the Games

Russian

and forfeited all medals won by them.

athletes

against

decisions

taken by the Disciplinary Commission

The

of

Olympic

ineligible to participate in any capacity

Committee (IOC DC). The IOC DC

in all subsequent editions of the

found the athletes to have committed

Olympic

anti-doping rule violations during the

Arbitration

2014 Sochi Winter Olympic Games,

registered 3 additional appeals filed by

the

International

athletes

were

Games.
for

also

The
Sport

declared

Court
(CAS)

of
has
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Russian

athletes

decisions

and coaches against the IOC (CAS OG

taken by the Disciplinary Commission

18/03). The Applicants challenged the

of

Olympic

IOC decision refusing to invite them to

Committee (IOC DC). The IOC DC

participate in the 2018 Olympic Winter

found the athletes to have committed

Games

anti-doping rule violations during the

overturn the IOC decision. In its

2014 Sochi Winter Olympic Games,

decisions, the CAS arbitrators have

disqualified them from the events in

considered that the process created by

which they participated at the Games

the IOC to establish an invitation list of

and forfeited all medals won by them.

Russian athletes to compete as Olympic

The

declared

Athletes from Russia (OAR) could not

ineligible to participate in any capacity

be described as a sanction but rather as

in all subsequent editions of the

an eligibility decision. Although the

Olympic

athletes

Russian Olympic Committee (ROC)

Zaytseva

was suspended, the IOC nevertheless

the

against

International

athletes

were

also

Games.

concerned

are

(biathlon),

Yulia

The
Olga

requested

that

CAS

(cross

chose to offer individual athletes the

Anastasia

opportunity to participate in the Winter

Dotsenko (cross country skiing). A CAS

Games under prescribed conditions - a

arbitration procedure was opened for

process that was designed to balance

each

had

the IOC’s interest in the global fight

requested that the CAS issue its final

against doping and the interests of

awards before the beginning of the

individual athletes from Russia. At the

Olympic Winter Games 2018.

hearing, the Applicants acknowledged

country

Chekaleva

and

skiing)

athlete.

The

and

athletes

The Ad hoc Division of the Court of
Arbitration for Sport (CAS) dismissed
the application filed on February 6,
2018 by 32 Russian athletes against the
International

Olympic

Committee

(IOC) (CAS OG 18/02). It has also
dismissed the application filed on 7
February 2018 by 15 Russian athletes

that the IOC had the ability to institute
such process. The CAS Panel found that
the Applicants did not demonstrate
that the manner in which the two
special commissions (the Invitation
Review Panel (IRP) and the Olympic
Athlete from Russia Implementation
Group

(OAR

IG)

independently

evaluated the Applicants was carried
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out in a discriminatory, arbitrary or

18/03 were Alexander Legkov, Maxim

unfair

also

Vylegzhanin, Evgeniy Belov, Alexander

concluded that there was no evidence

Bessmertnykh, Evgenia Shapovalova,

the IRP or the OAR IG improperly

Natalia Matveeva, Aleksandr Tretiakov,

exercised their discretion.

Elena Nikitina, Maria Orlova, Olga

manner.

The

Panel

The applicants in the procedure CAS
OG 18/02 were Victor Ahn, Vladimir
Grigorev, Anton Shipulin, Evgeniy
Garanichev,

Ruslan

Murashov,

Ekaterina Shikhova, Sergei Ustyugov,
Ksenia Stolbova, Ekaterina UrlovaPercht,

Maksim

Tcvetkov,

Irina

Uslugina, Yulia Shokshueva, Daria
Virolainen,

Dmitri

Popov,

Roman

Koshelev, Mikhail Naumenkov, Alexei
Bereglasov, Valeri Nichushkin, Anton
Belov,

Sergei

Plotnikov,

Evgeniya

Zakharova, Ruslan Zakharov, Anna
Iurakova,

Alexey

Esin,

Yulia

Daegwalnyeong-myeon, Pyeongchanggun, Gangwon-do, Korea Email :
media@tas-cas.org Skokova, Elizaveta
Kazelina, Sergey Gryaztsov, Ivan Bukin,
Denis Arapetyan, Artem Kozlov, Gleb
Retivikh

and Alexey Volkov. The

applicants in the procedure CAS OG

Fatkulina,

Alexander

Rumyantsev,

Artem Kuznetcov, Tatyana Ivanova,
Albert

Demchenko

and

Sergei

Chudinov. The Panel of CAS arbitrators
in charge of these two cases was
composed as follows: Ms Carol Roberts
(Canada),

President

Mr

Bernhard

Welten (Switzerland), arbitrator Ms
Zali Steggall (Australia) arbitrator. The
parties were heard by the Panel in the
offices of the CAS ad hoc Division in
Pyeongchang on 7 and 8 February
2018. Russian athletes Elena Nikitina
and Tatyana Ivanova attended on 8
February 2018. Gunter Younger, Head
of

the

WADA

Investigations

Intelligence

Department

and

&
a

member of the IRP, testified about how
the IRP established the criteria it
applied in developing the invitation list
and the methodology used.
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#10. CAS REDUCES THE BAN IMPOSED ON
MONG JOON CHUNG

Image Courtesy -http://www.firstpost.com

The Court of Arbitration for Sport

annulled. Mr Chung was initially

(CAS) has issued its decision in the

sanctioned by FIFA due to improper

arbitration procedure between Mong

lobbying

Joon

Fédération

connection with the Korean Football

Internationale de Football Association

Association (KFA) bid for the 2022

(FIFA). The appeal of Mong Joon

FIFA World Cup. On 13 April 2017, Mr

Chung has been partially upheld. As a

Chung filed an appeal at the CAS in

consequence, the decision rendered by

which he requested that the FIFA AC

the FIFA Appeal Committee (FIFA AC)

decision be annulled and that no

on 23 June 2016 is overturned and the

sanction be imposed on him. The

suspension imposed on Mr Chung is

arbitration procedure was conducted

reduced from five years to a period of

by

fifteen months from taking part in any

composed of Prof. Massimo Coccia,

football-related

activity

President (Italy), Mr David Rivkin

(administrative, sport or any other) at

(USA) and the Hon. Michael Beloff QC

national

level.

(United Kingdom). The Panel heard the

Furthermore, the fine of CHF 50’000 is

parties at a hearing which took place at

Chung

and

and

the

international

a

activities

Panel

of

in

CAS

2010

in

arbitrators,
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the CAS headquarters in Lausanne,

unethical behaviour, (iii) his public

Switzerland on 14 November 2017. The

stance against corruption within FIFA,

CAS Panel confirmed the violation by

and (iv) the meritorious services he

Mr Chung of some rules of the FIFA

provided to FIFA and football over the

Code of ethics but to a far lesser degree

years. In conclusion, the CAS Panel

than found by the FIFA instances. In

found it appropriate to reduce the

particular, the CAS arbitrators noted

sanction originally imposed on Mr

that Mr Chung’s misconduct related to

Chung for violating the FIFA Code of

his lobbying activities was not minor

ethics to fifteen months from any

considering his high and influential

football-related

positions at FIFA, the fact that he was a

Chung has effectively been suspended

member of both the body selecting the

without interruption since 7 October

2022 FIFA World Cup host and the

2015, the ban of fifteen months ran

honorary president of an association

until 7 January 2017. Therefore, he has

bidding for that same World Cup and

fully served his sanction and is now free

the damage that his misconduct caused

to take part in any football-related

to the image of the 2022 FIFA World

activity at national and international

Cup bidding process and the sport of

level. The CAS Panel noted that because

football in general. The CAS Panel also

of FIFA’s delays in issuing the grounds

found several mitigating factors: (i) the

for its decisions Mr Chung has had to

fact that it was common for FIFA

serve a slightly longer suspension than

Executive

to

the Panel found to be warranted. For

promote the bids presented by their

the same reason, the CAS Panel decided

national football associations, (ii) the

to cancel the pecuniary sanction that

Appellant’s lack of any prior record of

FIFA imposed on Mr Chung.

Committee

members

activity.

Since

Mr
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#11. WADA CODE: INTERNATIONAL
STANDARD FOR THERAPEUTIC USE
EXEMPTIONS

Image Courtesy -http://www.uci.ch

The

International

Standard

for

Possession and/or Administration or

Therapeutic Use Exemptions is a

Attempted

mandatory

Prohibited Substance or Prohibited

International

Standard

developed as part of the World AntiDoping Program. The purpose of the
International Standard for Therapeutic
Use Exemptions is to establish

order

for

a

Therapeutic

of

a

Method for therapeutic reasons;
(b) the responsibilities imposed on
Anti-Doping Organizations in making
and communicating TUE decisions;

(a) the conditions that must be satisfied
in

Administration

Use

Exemption (or TUE) to be granted,

(c) the process for an Athlete to apply
for a TUE;

permitting the presence of a Prohibited

(d) the process for an Athlete to get a

Substance in an Athlete’s Sample or the

TUE granted by one Anti-Doping

Athlete’s

Use

or

Attempted

Use,
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Organization recognized by another

denies the application, the Athlete may

Anti-Doping Organization;

appeal exclusively to the national-level

(e) the process for WADA to review
TUE decisions; and
(f) the strict confidentiality provisions
that apply to the TUE process.

directly

relevant

to

the

International Standard for Therapeutic
Use Exemptions:
Article

Therapeutic

Use

Exemptions (“TUEs”).

its

Metabolites

or

Markers, and/or the Use or Attempted
Use, Possession or Administration or
Attempted

An

Athlete

International-Level

Administration

of

a

Prohibited Substance or Prohibited
Method shall not be considered an antidoping rule violation if it is consistent
with the provisions of a TUE granted in
accordance

with

Standard

for

who

is

Athlete

an

should

Federation.
4.4.3.1 Where the Athlete already has a
TUE granted by his or her National
Organization

for

the

substance or method in question, if that
TUE meets the criteria set out in the

4.4.1 The presence of a Prohibited
or

4.4.3

Anti-Doping

4.4

Substance

and 13.2.3.

apply to his or her International

The following articles in the 2015 Code
are

appeal body described in Articles 13.2.2

the

International

Therapeutic

Use

Exemptions.

International Standard for Therapeutic
Use Exemptions, then the International
Federation must recognize it. If the
International Federation considers that
the TUE does not meet those criteria
and so refuses to recognize it, it must
notify the Athlete and his or her
National

Anti-Doping

Organization

promptly, with reasons. The Athlete or
the National Anti-Doping Organization
shall

have

21

days

from

such

notification to refer the matter to
WADA for review. If the matter is

4.4.2 An Athlete who is not an

referred to WADA for review, the TUE

International-Level

granted by the National Anti-Doping

Athlete

should

apply to his or her National Anti-

Organization

Doping Organization for a TUE. If the

national-level Competition and Out-of-

National

Competition Testing (but is not valid

Anti-Doping

Organization

remains

valid

for
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for international-level Competition)

Competition and Out-of-Competition

pending WADA’s decision. If the matter

Testing (but is not valid for national-

is not referred to WADA for review, the

level Competition) pending WADA’s

TUE becomes invalid for any purpose

decision. If the National Anti-Doping

when the 21-day review deadline

Organization does not refer the matter

expires.

to WADA for review, the TUE granted

4.4.3.2 If the Athlete does not already
have a TUE granted by his or her
National Anti-Doping Organization for
the substance or method in question,

by

the

becomes

International
valid

for

Federation
national-level

Competition as well when the 21-day
review deadline expires.

the Athlete must apply directly to his or

If the International Federation refuses

her International Federation for a TUE

to recognize a TUE granted by a

as soon as the need arises. If the

National

International Federation denies the

only because medical records or other

Athlete’s application, it must notify the

information

Athlete promptly, with reasons. If the

needed to demonstrate satisfaction

International Federation grants the

with the criteria in the International

Athlete’s application, it must notify not

Standard

only the Athlete but also his or her

Exemptions, the matter should not be

National Anti-Doping Organization,

referred to WADA. Instead, the file

and

should be completed and re-submitted

if

the

National

Anti-Doping

Organization

are missing that

for

Therapeutic

Use

to

does not meet the criteria set out in the

If an International Federation chooses

International Standard for Therapeutic

to test an Athlete who is not an

Use Exemptions, it has 21 days from

International-Level Athlete, it must

such notification to refer the matter to

recognize a TUE granted to that Athlete

WADA for review. If the National Anti-

by his or her National Anti-Doping

Doping Organization refers the matter

Organization.

by

the

International

Federation

remains valid for international-level

International

are

Organization considers that the TUE

to WADA for review, the TUE granted

the

Anti-Doping

Federation.

4.4.4 A Major Event Organization may
require Athletes to apply to it for a TUE
if they wish to Use a Prohibited
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Substance or a Prohibited Method in

method in question in connection with

connection with the Event. In that case:

the Event, but any TUE granted by his

4.4.4.1 The Major Event Organization
must ensure a process is available for
an Athlete to apply for a TUE if he or
she does not already have one. If the
TUE is granted, it is effective for its
Event only.

her

National

Organization
Federation

or
for

that

Anti-Doping
International
substance

or

method remains valid outside of that
Event.
The CAS Ad Hoc Division or a similar

4.4.4.2 Where the Athlete already has a
TUE granted by his or her National
Anti-Doping

or

Organization

or

International Federation, if that TUE
meets the criteria set out in the
International Standard for Therapeutic
Use Exemptions, the Major Event
Organization must recognize it. If the
Major Event Organization decides the

body may act as the independent appeal
body for particular Events, or WADA
may agree to perform that function. If
neither CAS nor WADA are performing
that function, WADA retains the right
(but not the obligation) to review the
TUE decisions made in connection with
the Event at any time, in accordance
with Article 4.4.6.

TUE does not meet those criteria and so

4.4.5 If an Anti-Doping Organization

refuses to recognize it, it must notify the

chooses to collect a Sample from a

Athlete

Person who is not an International-

promptly,

explaining

its

reasons.
4.4.4.3 A decision by a Major Event
Organization not to recognize or not to
grant a TUE may be appealed by the
Athlete exclusively to an independent
body established or appointed by the

Level or National-Level Athlete, and
that Person is Using a Prohibited
Substance or Prohibited Method for
therapeutic reasons, the Anti-Doping
Organization may permit him or her to
apply for a retroactive TUE.

Major Event Organization for that

4.4.6

WADA

must

purpose. If the Athlete does not appeal

International Federation’s decision not

(or the appeal is unsuccessful), he or

to recognize a TUE granted by the

she may not Use the substance or

National

Anti-Doping

review

an

Organization
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that is referred to it by the Athlete or the

by WADA but is not reversed upon

Athlete’s

Anti-Doping

review, may be appealed by the Athlete

Organization. In addition, WADA must

and/or the Athlete’s National Anti-

review an International Federation’s

Doping Organization, exclusively to

decision to grant a TUE that is referred

CAS.

National

to it by the Athlete’s National AntiDoping

Organization.

WADA

may

review any other TUE decisions at any
time, whether upon request by those
affected or on its own initiative. If the
TUE decision being reviewed meets the
criteria set out in the International
Standard

for

Therapeutic

Use

Exemptions, WADA will not interfere
with it. If the TUE decision does not
meet those criteria, WADA will reverse
it.

appealed

is

Federation’s

the
TUE

International
decision,

not

WADA’s decision not to review the TUE
decision or (having reviewed it) not to
reverse the TUE decision. However, the
time to appeal the TUE decision does
not begin to run until the date that
WADA communicates its decision. In
any event, whether the decision has
been reviewed by WADA or not, WADA
shall be given notice of the appeal so

WADA shall be entitled to charge a fee
to cover the costs of (a) any review it is
required to conduct in accordance with
Article 4.4.6; and (b) any review it
chooses to conduct, where the decision
being reviewed is reversed.
4.4.7

In such cases, the decision being

Any

TUE

decision

that it may participate if it sees fit.
A decision by WADA to reverse a TUE
decision may be appealed by the
Athlete,

the

Anti-Doping

Organization and/or the International
Federation affected, exclusively to CAS.

by

an

A failure to take action within a

International Federation (or by a

reasonable

National

submitted

Anti-Doping

National

Organization

time

on

a

application

properly
for

where it has agreed to consider the

grant/recognition of a TUE or for

application

review of a TUE decision shall be

on

behalf

of

an

International Federation) that is not
reviewed by WADA, or that is reviewed

considered a denial of the application.
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#12. BRINGING FOOTBALL BACK IN
KUWAIT: FIFA DECIDES TO APPOINT
NORMALISATION COMMITTEE

Image Courtesy -http://www.sportsmirchi.com/

On 16 October 2015, the Kuwait

In December 2017, the Bureau of the

Football

was

FIFA Council lifted the suspension that

suspended to effect the change in sports

was imposed on the Kuwait Football

law of Kuwait. As a result of this

Association (KFA) in October 2015 for

decision, no team from Kuwait of any

its failure to comply with its obligations

sort (including clubs) could have had

stipulated in articles 14 and 19 of the

any international sporting contact (art.

FIFA Statutes. The Bureau of the FIFA

14 par. 3 of the FIFA Statutes), and

Council decided on 18 January 2018 to

neither the KFA nor any of its members

appoint a normalisation committee for

or officials can benefit from any

the Kuwait Football Association (KFA)

development programme, course or

in accordance with article 8 paragraph

training from FIFA or the AFC.

2 of the FIFA Statutes.

Association

(KFA)
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Following the lifting of the suspension

·

of the KFA on 5 December 2017 as a

of a new KFA board of directors on the

consequence of the adoption of a new

basis of the new, revised KFA statutes,

Kuwaiti

which should take place no later than

sports

law,

a

FlFA/AFC

mission went to Kuwait in order to
assess the KFA’s situation. As a number
of decisions in relation to the KFA
statutes and leadership had been taken
by the KFA general assembly at a time
when the former Kuwaiti Sports Iaw
was still in force, it was decided to
appoint a normalisation committee for
the KFA with the following mandate:
·

To run the KFA’s daily affairs;

·

their

compliance

and

amendment fall in line with the
requirements of FIFA’s and the AFC’s
statutes;

20 May 2018.
The normalisation committee will be
composed of an adequate number of
members to be identified by a joint
FlFA/AFC mission to take place soon.
All members of the normalisation
committee must pass an eligibility
check to be carried out by the FIFA
Review Committee. The normalisation
committee will act as an electoral

To review the KFA statutes and

ensure

To organise and conduct elections

committee and none of its members
will be eligible for any of the open
positions in the elections.
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#13. FIFA AGAINST MATCH
MANIPULATION & BAN ON JOSEPH
ODARTEI LAMPTEY

Image Courtesy -https://www.icirnigeria.org

FACTS :

resulting in the opening of disciplinary

Shortly after the 2018 FIFA World Cup
Russia qualifying match between South
Africa and Senegal on 12 November
2016, several betting operators (among
them, in particular, FIFA’s current
integrity partner, Sportradar) made
FIFA aware that the result of the match
may have been influenced due to
irregular and suspicious live betting
activities that had occurred. The FIFA
Integrity Department carried out a
thorough

preliminary

investigation,

proceedings

against

the

referee,

Lamptey. On 15 March 2017, the FIFA
Disciplinary Committee imposed a
lifetime ban on Lamptey for having
breached art. 69 par. 1 of the FIFA
Disciplinary
influencing

Code
match

(unlawfully
results).

This

decision was confirmed by the FIFA
Appeal Committee on 27 April 2017,
and the matter was then appealed
before CAS which, on 2 August 2017,
confirmed in full the decision passed by
the FIFA Appeal Committee. CAS’s
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motivated arbitral award was notified

total number of goals that would be

to the parties on 4 December 2017.

scored during the match.

Irregular betting activity

In this sense, CAS found that the

When ruling on the case, CAS took into
particular consideration that shortly
after the match, five different and
internationally

renowned

betting

monitoring companies (among them,
in particular, FIFA’s current integrity
partner, Sportradar) spontaneously,
independently

and

simultaneously

reported to FIFA that irregular betting
activities had taken place during the
Match, all of which were indicative of
match manipulation.
All reports concluded – and this was
never disputed by

deviation witnessed during the match
from

the

expected

and

ordinary

movement of the odds in the totals live
market

which

contradicted

the

mathematical calculated odds models
clearly demonstrated that bettors were
in possession of information that the
mathematical model did not have, and
were confident that at least two goals
would

be

scored

in

the

match

irrespective of the time that had
elapsed.
Sporting analysis

Lamptey – that

In addition to the suspicious betting

during the first half of the match, there

activities, sporting analysis of the

were movements of betting activities

match

for the “overs” (a given total number of

refereeing point of view, the analysis

goals being scored) on the so-called

confirmed that Lamptey clearly took

“totals” live market that significantly

two wrong decisions, which led to two

deviated

usual,

goals being scored by South Africa at

market

the end of the first half. In this regard,

from

mathematically
developments.

the

calculated
Therefore,

all

was

conducted.

From

a

five

CAS concluded that it was clear that the

betting operators deemed the betting

wrong on-field decisions had been

activities witnessed during the match to

directly taken by Lamptey.

be highly irregular and indicative of
match manipulation, concluding that
bettors held prior knowledge of the

The sporting analysis of the technical
performance of the teams found that
the match was generally uneventful
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(only one goal scoring opportunity

concluded that there was an obvious

before the first goal), which led the

link between the wrong decisions and

FIFA judicial bodies to conclude that

the deviation from the expected betting

none of the teams was involved in the

pattern

manipulation of the result of the match.

Lamptey guilty of having unlawfully

Lamptey has never disputed this. –

influenced the result of the match.

Connection
betting

between

activity

the

irregular

the

sporting

and

analysis

CAS

and

had

consequently

no

doubt

that

found

the

infringement at stake was a serious one,
and

considered

it

essential

that

Suspicious betting activities reached

sporting regulators demonstrate zero

their climax precisely when Lamptey

tolerance against all kinds of activities

took the incorrect refereeing decisions

intended to influence the result of a

between the 40th minute and the end of

match in a manner contrary to sporting

the first half. CAS found it significant

ethics,

that the match had been uneventful up

sufficient to serve as an effective

to the moment when Lamptey took the

deterrent to people who might be

wrong decisions, that the deviation

tempted to consider involvement in

from the ordinary betting pattern

such activities. Therefore, CAS found a

occurred prior to those decisions, and

lifetime ban from any football-related

that when the second goal of the match

activities against the referee to be

was scored, the market appeared to be

proportionate.

satisfied, causing the live betting odds
to return to the expected figures,

and

to

impose

sanctions

SANCTION

because the expectations of at least two

Lamptey was not sanctioned due to an

goals had been fully met.

innocent mistake in his refereeing

As a result, it was concluded that
Lamptey had intentionally taken two
wrong decisions with the sole purpose
of enabling a specific number of goals to
be

scored

pertinent

that
bets

would

make

successful.

the
CAS

decisions or due to a poor performance.
He was sanctioned because he was
found guilty of taking intentional
decisions with the sole purpose of
facilitating a minimum number of goals
in order to make certain bets successful,
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which is a direct and clear violation of

of football and its zero-tolerance policy

art. 69 par. 1 of the FIFA Disciplinary

on match manipulation, while also

Code.

highlighting the effectiveness of its

In its ruling, CAS concluded that
Lamptey had intentionally taken two
wrong decisions with the sole purpose
of enabling a specific number of goals to

current agreement with Sportradar that
uses their Fraud Detection System,
which played an important role in this
case.

be scored that would make pertinent

FIFA’s judicial bodies had banned

bets successful. CAS concluded that

Lamptey for life for breaching art. 69

there was an obvious link between

par 1 (unlawfully influencing match

these intentionally wrong decisions and

results) of the FIFA Disciplinary Code

a deviation from an expected betting

during the 2018 FIFA World Cup

pattern

found

Russia qualifying match between South

Lamptey guilty of having unlawfully

Africa and Senegal on 12 November

influenced the result of the match.

2016.

and

consequently

This CAS decision underlines FIFA’s
commitment to protecting the integrity
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#14.

BCCI

CHARGES

YUSUF

PATHAN

UNDER ANTI-DOPING RULE VIOLATION
(ARTICLE 2.1) & HOW BCCI EXAMINES
ANTI-DOPING RULE VIOLATION?

Image Courtesy -https://www.foxsports.com.au

On 27th October 2017, Yusuf Pathan

given to him instead of the medication

was charged with the commission of an

prescribed for him, which did not

Anti-Doping Rule Violation (ADRV)

contain any prohibited substance.

under the BCCI Anti-Doping Rules
(ADR) Article 2.1 and provisionally
suspended pending determination of

How BCCI examines Anti-Doping
Rule Violation?

the charge. Yusuf Pathan responded to

The BCCI contracts an independent

the charge by admitting the ADRV and

service provider, IDTM, to collect

asserting that it was caused by his

samples

ingestion of a medication containing

subject to the BCCI ADR, to be tested

Terbutaline that had been mistakenly

for

the

from cricketers
presence

of

who

are

prohibited
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substances. For example, prior to this

Prohibited List (the Adverse Analytical

case, Mr. Pathan has previously been

Finding).

drug tested five times by the BCCI, with
no adverse analytical findings reported.
A urine sample was collected from Mr.
Pathan as part of an in-competition
doping control immediately after the
Vijay Hazare Trophy domestic match
between Baroda and Tamil Nadu in
New Delhi on 16 March 2017 (the
Match). The sample was collected in
accordance with the procedures set out
in WADA’s International Standard for
Testing and Investigations, and was
given reference number 3090632.

Terbutaline is a drug that is mainly
used

to

treat

asthma,

including

exercise-induced

asthma,

and

the

National Dope Testing Laboratory in its
report

of

the

Adverse

Analytical

Finding asked the BCCI to check
whether the person providing the
sample

had

a

therapeutic

use

exemption (TUE) to use terbutaline.
The BCCI had no record of any such
request by Mr. Pathan, but WADA’s
International Standard for Therapeutic
Use Exemptions allows for the grant of

The BCCI requires lDTM to send all

a

samples collected under the BCCI ADR

circumstances. Therefore, the BCCI

to a WADA-accredited laboratory to be

contacted Mr. Pathan to find out if he

analysed in accordance with WADA’s

was using a medication containing

International

for

terbutaline to treat asthma, and (if so)

of

to investigate whether there might be

of

grounds for him to apply for a

Prohibited Substances. Accordingly,

retroactive TUE to cover such use.

IDTM

sample

However, Mr. Pathan expressed shock

WADA-accredited

at his Adverse Analytical Finding, as he

National Dope Testing Laboratory in

does not have asthma, he has never

New Delhi, which analysed Mr Pathan’s

knowingly ingested terbutaline, and he

A sample and on 12 April 2017 reported

has tested negative on each occasion

the presence of terbutaline, which is a

that he has been tested in the past. Mr.

beta-2 agonist that is prohibited under

Pathan advised that he did not know

category S3 of

how terbutaline had got into his system.

Laboratories
substances

for
on

sent

3090632

Standard

Mr.

to the

the

presence

WADA’s
Pathan’s

List

the 2017 WADA

retroactive

TUE

in

certain
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The BCCI asked him to speak to the

prohibited substance for which he did

medical professionals who worked with

not have a TUE).

the teams he played for and who would
be responsible for attending to his
medical

needs. Ultimately

it

was

concluded that he had been given a
medication containing terbutaline by
mistake, and therefore there were no
grounds for a grant of a retroactive TUE
for his use of that medication.

Consequently, on 27 October 2017, the
BCCI sent a formal notice of charge to
Mr. Pathan, asserting the commission
of an anti-doping rule violation under
BCCI ADR Article 2.1, on the basis that
a Prohibited Substance (terbutaline)
had been found to be present in his
urine sample reference no. 3090632. In

In accordance with Article 7.5.5 of the

addition,

ADR, the BCCI referred the file to an

given to it under BCCI ADR Article.

independent Review Board, which

Based on the foregoing, the BCCI

reviewed the file to determine whether

considers that Mr. Pathan has departed

(a) there was any apparent departure

from the rigorous standard of ‘utmost

from the International Standard for

caution’ imposed under the BCCI ADR,

Testing

or

but that his departure from that

for

standard is not ’Significant’. Assessing

Laboratories that caused the Adverse

his degree of fault, giving him credit for

Analytical Finding; or (b) the Adverse

acceding to this outcome and so

Analytical Finding was consistent with

avoiding a hearing before the Anti-

an applicable TUE that had been

Doping Tribunal, thereby saving the

granted or may be granted as provided

BCCI time and money that it may

in the International Standard for TUEs.

deploy elsewhere in its anti-doping

The

efforts,

and

Investigations

International

independent

Standard

Review

Board

exercising

and

the

considering

discretion

potential

reported no such departures or TUE,

comparator cases, including the CAS

meaning that there was a case for Mr.

award in F. v. Athletics Kenya, CAS

Pathan to answer for an ADRV within

2015/A/3899, the BCCI deems a five

the meaning of Article 2.1 of the BCCI

month period of ineligibility to be

ADR (presence in his sample of a

appropriate in all of the circumstances
of this case.
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Under BCCI ADR Article 10.10.3, Mr.

authorised,

Pathan is entitled to full credit against

recognised or supported in any way by

that period of ineligibility for the

the BCCI or by anybody that is a

provisional suspension that he has been

member of, or affiliated to, or licensed

serving since 28 October 2017. In

by the BCCI; or (b) any Match or any

addition, there is discretion under BCCI

other

ADR Article 10.102 to back-date the

authorised

start date of the period of ineligibility

professional league or any international

still further on account of Mr Pathan’s

or national level tournament/Event

prompt admission of his ADRV upon

organisation (whether or not the party

being confronted with it by the BCCI,

authorising or organising the Match or

and under BCCI ADR Article 10101 on

Event in question is a Signatory, any

account of the delays in the results

club or other body that is a member of,

management in this case that are not

or affiliated to, or licensed by, a

attributable to Mr. Pathan. In all of the

Signatory or a Signatory’s member

circumstances, the five month period of

organisation); (c) any elite or national-

ineligibility will be deemed to have

level sporting activity funded by a

started to run on 15 August 2017, so

government

that it ends at midnight on 14 January

Competition or activity (other than

2018.

authorised anti-doping education or

During his period of Ineligibility, Mr.
Pathan’s status is as set out in BCCI
ADR

Article

10.11,

as

follows:No

Cricketer or Cricket Support Person
who has been declared Ineligible may,
during the period of Ineligibility, play,
coach or otherwise participate or be
involved in any capacity in: (a) a Match
or any other function, Event or activity
(other than authorised Antidoping
education or rehabilitation programs)

organised,

function,
or

sanctioned,

Event

or

organised

agency;

or

activity
by

(d)

any

a

rehabilitation programmes) authorised
or

organised

by

any

Signatory,

Signatory’s member organisation or a
club or other member organisation of a
Signatory’s

member

organisation.

Without prejudice to the generality of
the

foregoing,

such

Cricketer

or

Cricketer Support Person shall not,
during any period of Ineligibility, be
given accreditation for, or otherwise
granted access to, any Match, function,
Event or activity of the type referred to
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in

this

Article

and

any

such

other prizes awarded to him. In the

accreditation previously issued shall be

circumstances, under BCCl ADR Article

withdrawn. In addition, the BCCI shall

10.8, the BCCl accepts that 3 individual

take all steps within its power to have

results obtained by Mr. Pathan from the

the period of Ineligibility recognised

date of sample collection up until his

and enforced by all other relevant

provisional suspension on 28 October

parties, including all other Signatories

2017 should go; be Disqualified. Each of

pursuant to Article 15.

the ICC and the World Anti-Doping

In addition, in accordance with BCCl
ADR Article 9, all individual results
obtained by Yousuf Pathan during the
Match are disqualified, along with
forfeiture of any individual medals or

Agency has a right to appeal this
decision in accordance with BCCl ADR
Article 13. In accordance with BCCl
ADR Article 8.3, Mr. Pathan is deemed
to have waived his right of appeal
against this decision.
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#15. BCCI’s RULES ON DOPING

Image Courtesy -https://ournagpur.com

Burdens and Standards of Proof
Whenever any incident of doping
comes into picture, the BCCI shall have
the burden of establishing that an antidoping rule violation has occurred. The
standard of proof shall be whether the
BCCI has established the commission

Where the Rules places the burden of
proof upon the Cricketer or other
Person alleged to have committed an
anti-doping rule violation to rebut a
presumption or establish specified facts
or circumstances, the standard of proof
shall be by a balance of probability,

of the alleged anti-doping rule violation

Methods of Establishing Facts

to the comfortable satisfaction of the

and Presumptions - The Anti-

Anti-Doping Tribunal, bearing in mind

Doping Tribunal shall not be bound by

the seriousness of the allegation that is

judicial

made. This standard of proof in all

admissibility of evidence. Instead, facts

cases is greater than a mere balance of

relating to an anti-doping rule violation

probability but less than proof beyond a

may be established by any reliable

reasonable doubt.

means,

rules

including

governing

admissions.

the

The
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following rules of proof shall be

by the International Standard were

applicable at the hearing:

performed properly.

Analytical methods or decision limits

WADA-accredited

approved by WADA after consultation

other laboratories approved by WADA,

within

are presumed to have conducted

the

relevant

scientific

laboratories,

community and which have been the

Sample

subject of peer review are presumed to

procedures in accordance with the

be scientifically valid. Any Cricketer or

International

other Person seeking to rebut this

Laboratories. The Cricketer or other

presumption of a scientific validity

Person

shall, as a condition precedent to any

committed

such challenge, first notify WADA of

violation may rebut this presumption

the challenge and the basis of the

by establishing that a departure from

challenge. Where applicable, CAS, on

the

its own initiative, may also inform

Laboratories

WADA of any such challenge. At

reasonably have caused the Adverse

WADA’s request, the CAS panel shall

Analytical Finding. In such an event,

appoint an appropriate scientific expert

the BCCI shall have the burden to

to assist the panel in its evaluation of

establish that such departure did not

the challenge. Within 10 days of

cause the Adverse Analytical Finding.

WADA’s receipt of such notice, and
WADA’s 9 receipt of the CAS file,
WADA shall also have the right to
intervene as a party, appear amicus
curiae or otherwise provide evidence in
such proceeding
Compliance

with

analysis

who

and

and

Standard
is

asserted

an

for
to

have

anti-doping

rule

International

Departures

custodial

Standard

occurred

from

that

any

for
could

other

International Standard or other antidoping rule or policy set forth in the
World Anti-Doping Code, the ICC Code
or the Rules that did not cause an
Adverse Analytical Finding or other

an

International

anti-doping rule violation shall not

Standard (as opposed to another

invalidate such results. If the Cricketer

alternative

standard,

practice

or

or other Person who is asserted to have

procedure)

shall

sufficient

to

committed

be

conclude that the procedures addressed

an

anti-doping

rule

violation establishes that a departure
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from an International Standard or

Doping

other

policy

questions from the BCCI or the

occurred that could reasonably have

members of the Anti-Doping Tribunal.

anti-doping

rule

or

caused an anti-doping rule violation
based on an Adverse Analytical Finding
or other anti-doping rule violation
charged, then the BCCI shall have the
burden

to

establish that such

a

departure did not cause the Adverse
Analytical Finding or other factual basis
for the anti-doping rule violation
asserted.

Tribunal)

and

to

answer

The BCCI shall report to the ICC at the
end of every calendar year the results of
all Doping Controls conducted under
the Rules, sorted by Cricketer and
identifying each date on which the
Cricketer

was

tested,

the

entity

conducting the test on behalf of the
BCCI, and whether the test was InCompetition or Out-of-Competition.

The facts established by a decision of a

The ICC may periodically publish such

court

or

professional

disciplinary

data, save that (unless specifically

competent

jurisdiction

agreed by the BCCI) the identity of the

which is not the subject of a pending

Cricketers tested shall not be published.

tribunal

of

appeal shall be irrebuttable evidence
against the Cricketer or other Person to
whom the decision pertained of those
facts, unless the Cricketer or other
Person establishes that the decision
violated principles of natural justice.
The Anti-Doping Tribunal may draw an
inference adverse to the Cricketer or
other Person who is asserted to have
committed

an

anti-doping

rule

violation based on his/her refusal, after
a request made in a reasonable time in
advance of the hearing, to appear at the
hearing (either in person, virtually or
telephonically as directed by the Anti-

Elimination,
Suspension
Ineligibility

Reduction
of

the
or

or

Period

of

other

Consequences for Reasons other
than Fault
In any individual case where a period of
Ineligibility has been imposed, the
BCCI or Anti-Doping Tribunal may
suspend a part of that period of
Ineligibility where the Cricketer or
Cricketer Support Person has provided
Substantial Assistance to the BCCI or
the

ICC

or

other

anti-doping

organisations, a criminal authority or a
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professional disciplinary body that

the complete and credible Substantial

results in the BCCI, the ICC or other

Assistance upon which a suspension of

anti-doping organisations discovering

the period of Ineligibility was based, the

or establishing an antidoping rule

BCCI or Anti-Doping Tribunal shall

violation by another Person or that

reinstate

results in a criminal or disciplinary

Ineligibility. A decision by the BCCI or

body discovering or establishing a

Anti-Doping Tribunal to reinstate a

criminal offence or the breach of

suspended period of Ineligibility or a

professional rules by another Person;

decision not to reinstate a suspended

provided that if the decision to suspend

period of Ineligibility may be appealed.

a part of the period of Ineligibility is
made after a final appellate decision or
the expiration of time to appeal, then
the approval of WADA and the ICC is
required for such suspension. The
extent

to

which

the

otherwise

applicable period of Ineligibility may be

the

original

period

of

If the BCCI or Anti-Doping Tribunal
suspends any part of the otherwise
applicable period of Ineligibility under
this Article, it shall promptly provide a
written justification for its decision to
WADA and to the ICC.

suspended shall be based on the

Admission of an Anti-Doping Rule

seriousness of the anti-doping rule

Violation in the Absence of Other

violation committed by the Cricketer or

Evidence

Cricketer Support Person and the
significance

of

the

Substantial

Assistance provided by the Cricketer or
Cricketer Support Person to the effort
to eliminate doping in sport.

Where a Cricketer or Cricketer Support
Person

voluntarily

admits

the

commission of an anti-doping rule
violation before having received either
(a) notification of a Sample collection

If the otherwise applicable period of

that could establish an anti-doping rule

Ineligibility is a lifetime, the non-

violation (in the case of an anti-doping

suspended period under this Article

rule violation under Article 2.1), or (b)

must be no less than 8 years. If the

notification of the anti-doping rule

Cricketer or other Person fails to

violation (in the case of any other

continue to cooperate and to provide

antidoping rule violation), and that
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admission is the only reliable evidence

suspension of the period of Ineligibility

of

of

under then the period of Ineligibility

otherwise

may be reduced or suspended, but not

applicable period of Ineligibility may be

below one-quarter of the otherwise

reduced, but not by more than half of

applicable period of Ineligibility.

the

violation

admission,

at the

then

the

time

the period of Ineligibility otherwise
applicable.

Multiple Violations In determining
whether an anti-doping rule violation

Prompt Admission of an Anti-

under these Rules is a first offence, not

Doping Rule Violation after being

only

Confronted with a Violation A

violations under these Rules but also

Cricketer or other Person potentially

previous anti-doping rule violations

subject to a four year sanction (for

under other relevant rules (such as the

evading or refusing Sample Collection,

ICC Code) will be counted. 33 10.7.1

or Tampering with Sample Collection),

Second Anti-Doping Rule Violation For

by promptly admitting the asserted

a second anti-doping rule violation, the

antidoping rule violation after being

period of Ineligibility shall be the

confronted by the BCCI and also upon

greater of: (a) Six months; (b) One-half

the approval and at the discretion of

of the period of Ineligibility imposed for

both WADA and the ICC, may receive a

the first anti-doping rule violation

reduction in the period of Ineligibility

without

down to a minimum of two (2) years,

reduction; or (c) Twice the period of

depending on the seriousness of the

Ineligibility otherwise applicable to the

violation and the Cricketer or Cricketer

second

Support Person’s degree of Fault.

without

Where a Cricketer or other Person
establishes entitlement to a reduction
of suspension in sanction under more
than one provision, before applying any
reduction

or

suspension.

If

the

Cricketer or other Person establishes
entitlement

to

a

reduction

or

previous

taking

anti-doping

into

anti-doping
taking

into

account

rule

rule

any

violation,

account

any

reduction.
Third Anti-Doping Rule Violation
A third anti-doping rule violation will
always result in a lifetime period of
Ineligibility, unless the third violation
fulfils the conditions for elimination or
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reduction of the period of Ineligibility

Ineligibility imposed shall be from eight

or involves a violation (Whereabouts

years to lifetime Ineligibility.

Failures), in which case the period of
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#16. REVERSE SWEEP – THE CAPTAIN- COACH
BACKGROUND STORY
KUMAR RITWIK
(NATIONAL LAW UNIVERSITY, DELHI)

Image Courtesy -https://www.outlookindia.com

The news of a possible rift between the

juicy gossip of a fight between the two

captain and the coach of the Indian

individuals but none on India’s ongoing

national men’s cricket team came to the

campaign. What has possibly been

fore at a really critical juncture, right

India’s finest home season in the couple

before India’s quest to defend its

of decades (much like the Windies of

Champions Trophy title – the eventual

late 1980s and Aussies in late 1990s)

aim with which Anil Kumble was

was not given any importance by the

handed over the team almost one year

media or even by the Indian cricket

back. Across the newspaper reports

fraternity.

that I could get my hands on and the

commentators

numerous

I

wouldn’t he? It was his decision to get

witnessed on the television, there was a

Kumble in) and journalists like Boria

lot of unwarranted attention on the

Majumdar &

panel

discussions

Apart
like

from

a

few

Ganguly

(why

Vikrant

Gupta

who
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heaped praise on the Indian team’s

A thorough gentleman, Anil Kumble

performance, other noted members of

has

the cricket fraternity found something

dedication to the cause of the game and

amiss (read Sunil Gavaskar’s comments

absolutely uncompromising integrity

in the Daily Mail on 22nd November

and discipline that he brings on to the

2016) – there was no real friendship,

field. All of us remember the bandaged

mentorship and bonding between the

jaw at the famous Antigua test of 2002

team and its coach. But what led to such

and that puts a firm full stop to any

a situation? That is unfortunately an

questions over his commitment to the

answer that was kept well within the

nation. And he was tasked with

contours of the dressing room for a long

coaching a young Indian side that was

time, and I’m assuming it would remain

now being lead by Virat Kohli. An

that way until another tell-all book

extremely aggressive individual with

from either one of the team members

nothing but a win on his mind at all

during the turbulent phase of Indian

stages of the game, his mantra of ‘being

cricket.

boring on the field’ reflecting a lot

always

been

known

for

his

about his discipline and the dedication
towards the team has now been
All seemed well at the Windies Tour in

nurturing his group of individuals with

August, and even when we thrashed the

the end goal of lifting the World Cup in

Kiwi in October and the team seemed to

England exactly two years from now.

reach greater heights when the England
team was humiliated at the Indian soil
– with the cheerful Kumble often seen
from the pavilion getting his camera out
to capture the winning moments and
even Kohli’s marvelous century during
the series. All seemed well, except it
wasn’t.

However, the young turks of the team
like other millennials of the generation
would want to enjoy their freedom and
independence – and to develop their
characters at ease – which required
support and a lot of pumping up from
the team management and coaches.
That is precisely what Kumble did not
do, what was done perfectly by John
Wright in the mid-2000s. And there
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comes Ravi Shastri into the picture!

decide the next coach to fill in the shoes

Without any specific attribute or

of Jumbo – it will essentially have to

specialization with the bat, bowl or

choose

fielding – Shastri was appointed the

alternatives that could come up.

Team Director when the team was not
yielding the expected results with
Duncan Fletcher at helm to get the boys
back together and guide them with a
gentle and friendly hand.

between

three

different

One, pay heed to what Kohli had
demanded vehemently and got Ravi
Shastri as Coach with his preferred
support staff or stick with the coaching
staff that is in place right now. In that

During that short stint, there are many

case, Bharat Arun will most likely make

testimonials and statements from the

a come back while Sanjay Bangar may

players itself that attest to the fact that

leave given his proximity to Kumble

Ravi Shastri behaved like an elder

and

brother to them – constantly guiding

appointing him as an Assistant Coach.

them,

pumping

supporting

them

them
(Suresh

up

and

Raina’s

innings at Cardiff was the biggest
example of the same) to an extent that

Kumble’s

past

insistence

on

Two, pay heed to what Kohli has stated
but keep Shastri in check by putting in
a new support staff in place.

the players went ahead to thank Shastri

Three, go with experience-track record

before Fletcher who had recently led

and appoint Tom Moody given his good

them to a Champions Trophy victory

run in the past and great coordination

under M.S. Dhoni. But it is also a big

with many players of the franchise

concern that Ravi Shastri’s stint did not

Sunrisers Hyderabad as well.

really yield favorable results (compared
to Kirsten or Kumble), and it was in fact
the support coaching staff (Bharat
Arun, Sanjay Bangar and R. Sridhar)
that helped the technical part of the
game while Shastri managed the team
well. Maybe, when the Cricket Advisory
Committee sits on the 10th of July to

No matter what the Cricket Advisory
Committee decided that time around, it
was absolutely clear to them and the
entire

cricket

fraternity

that

the

appointment of coach cannot be a
unilateral decision that is then thrust
upon the entire team. It ought to be a
mutual decision, with the comfort level
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of players and a proper scrutiny of the

who can give the youngsters a chance to

demeanor and coaching skills taken

freely express themselves on the field,

into account as well. All future Indian

support the aggressive play of the

cricket teams must thank Kohli for that,

captain and back the tough calls that

at least! As a true Bleed Blue army

the team may have to take on the ageing

soldier, I just hope that the Indian

duo of Yuvi-Dhoni.

cricket team finds in whoever a coach
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#17. IIT BHU SPORTS FEST: SPARDHA’17
SHIVAM NINAN & RAJAT KASHYAP
(CHANAKYA NATIONAL LAW UNIVERISTY, PATNA)

“When the race begins no one wishes to loose. This is the time, an
opportunity, a chance to show you skills. Crush the opponent and show
you are the best...!”

Spardha is the annual Sports festival of

vibrant atmosphere for all. At present,

IIT (BHU), Varanasi organised by the

Spardha has 50+ sponsors and over

IIT gymkhana. With over 30 years in its

500

span, Spardha has become the largest

expanding

and one of the most awaited Sports

extravagance.

members
its

and

continuously

horizon

and

fests of Northern India showcasing the
athletic talent of the technical realm of

The fest time here at Varanasi enthuses

India. Spardha, as the name suggests, is

the IIT campus immensely and the

a stunning display of sporting fervour

entropy of the whole campus increases

and

manifolds

with

18

events

flaunts

the

with

a

competitive

1500+

environment both for participants and

participants every year from all over

supporters. Teams show their skills to

India including those from IITs, NITs

give their best and supporters don’t

and BITS. Over the years, Spardha has

even miss a single chance to cheer them

redefined qualities like hard work,

up!

persistence,

and

These 4 days turn out to be filled with

determination. Spardha has always

fun and enjoyment. Every single day

served as a unique platform and a

during the fest concludes with a fun

turning

many

filled pro-night recharging everyone

individuals of participating teams as

and infusing new spirits in them.

well as the organising team. Core team,

Participants get to behold the awe

event

always

inspiring city of Varanasi and eagerly

maintained a healthy environment and

wait for the next Spardha to commence.

participation

point

of

over

self-confidence

of

coordinators

life

for

have
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moving in BHU Campus for reaching
In nutshell, Spardha is about making

the venue on time.

memories and living them . Every time

Credits to the Spardha Team , they start

you win a race or lose your voice

organizing events early 7 A:M in the

cheering for your team, it adds up to

morning which continues till 11:00 PM.

your moments. At Spardha it is make

As, Day-1 began with the same zeal and

sure that you get an experience worth

passion among the participant and the

cherishing

organizers. In the morning , sports like

and

some

beautiful

memories to treasure forever.
Day-1
In this four day long event , the first day
is Day Zero. As, there are some sports
which cannot be completed in the span
of three days so in order to it make it
complete by the time, the concept of
Day Zero is brought.

kabaddi , cricket , athletics, badminton,
boxing

were

played

however

the

evening was thrilled with events like
volleyball, basketball and badminton.
Keeping the busy schedule in concern,
the opening ceremony was organized at
5:00pm . For the opening ceremony,
the guests were Anjum Chopra(former
Indian

Cricketer)

,

Shikha

The main sports which were played in

Pandey(Indian Cricketer) and Dilip

these days were Football, Cricket,

Tirkey (Former India Hockey Player) .

Hockey and basketball as the fixtures
for these were big. However, all the
other events began on Day 1.

When

the guests

gymkhana

arrived in

stadium,

they

the
were

welcomed with a huge round of

The efforts made by the Spardha

applause. Then a parade show was done

Organizers can be seen, in terms of the

by the students of every college who had

services provided to the participant i.e

participated. Then, the host invited

taking them to the Spardha Office at the

Anjum Chopra by a giving a brief

Limbdi Hostel to providing them

introduction about her as she is the 1st

accommodation at ASN Bose Hostel to

Indian female player to played 100 Odi

give them transportation facility for

Matches , she was the 1st captain who
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made India won their trophy in the

lead India in trophies has come true

home ground.

because of the never give up attitude.

Anjum Chopra :- The clapping did not
stop even when she approached the
podium . Then, she made everyone

So, my friends, always remember you
can cover a long journey only if you
never give up.”

quiet and began speaking. She said, she

She said, “Lesson NO-3, there’s a saying

feels so lucky and honoured to be a part

, participation is more than victory.

of the youth sportsperson whoo have

This is the stupidest advice I have ever

gathered here. She appreciated the

come across. You have to play with the

organizers of Spardha who had put a lot

wining mentality otherwise you will

of efforts every day, every week to make

never win. When you play at school

the event successful.

level it’s okay that you are just playing

She shared, in her time there were not
much done for the women in the field of
sports and yet she took a decision to
play cricket and with this she gave
lesson no1 to everyone that one should
always take risks for the thing they love

for fun but when you come to the
competiton like SPARDHA or play for
your nation you cannot afford to
participate, you play for win. So, you
have to do a lot of hard work that you
end up being a winner.

to do. It was the risk taking ability in

Then to make everyone laugh , she said,

her which gave her the opportunity to

I know I am boring you even I cannot

play for Indian Cricket Team.

bear my teacher for so long in my school

She said , ‘ I had many injuries in my
career and at some time I felt I should
hang my boots but the people around

days.( Everyone Laughed).She wished
everyone all the best and the crowd
gave her a huge round of applause.

me motivated me to keep trying and I

Then, the host invited Shikha Pandey,

tried( with a smile on her face) and

one of the most known faces of Indian

luckily I achieve the unique feat of

Cricket team. From distance only, the

playing 100 ODIs for my country and

look on her face expressed a lot about

then I became the captain. So, the

her, as of course she took our country to

dream of playing cricket for India to

World Cup Finals.
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Shikha Pandey-

Dilip Tirkey- The host gave a big

She said, I would not say so much as the
Anjum Didi has already given you all
the tips for success. I would say only
that, If you decide that you hhave to do
one thing and if you do that thing with
all what you have, then no matter what
there is nothing which will stop you
from achieving your goals. This is how i

introduction to let the crowd know
about the greatness of this man. He
said, he is an Indian hockey player from
Idisha. He was best known for his
penalty corner hit ad he was one of best
defenders to beat in the world. He is
your own, Dilip Tirkey, the man who
took Indian Hockey to great heights.

started my journey. I began playing at

Dilip Tirkey - My Dear friends it is my

an early age and I decided one day I will

honour to be here with you all

play for the India team and with

participant this evening in banaras, a

hardwork,

and

place which has given many great

determination , we took our women’s

sports personality. I am here not to

team to the world cup finals and I

motivate you all but to enjoy your your

advise you the same. Decide one thing

victory, your passion and enthusiasm.

and strive for that, you will surely

You all remind me of my young das

achieve it.

when i started playing hockey.I only

dedication

wish you all great luck and all the best.
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#18. OUT-OF-COMPETITION TESTING
PLAN & THE RIO GAMES

Image Courtesy --http://indianexpress.com

The IO Team observed all elements of

analysis of doping in the Paralympic

the anti-doping program at the Rio

Sports. The out-of-competition (OOC)

2016 Paralympic Games. This report

testing plan covered nine out of the 22

details the IO Team’s observations and

sports

assessment of the anti-doping program

including

delivered at the Games and the

participated in the Games. With only

recommendations of the IO Team for

one exception, all OOC testing was

further improvement of the anti-doping

conducted in the Paralympic Village

program at future Games. Prior to the

(PLV). OOC testing started from the

Games, the IPC prepared its Test

day of the opening of the PLV and

Distribution Plan (TDP) based on risk

continued until the day before the

in

the

Games’

program,

all

powerlifters

who
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Closing Ceremony. The IPC should be

chaperones, on several occasions DCOs

commended for implementing this

were

recommendation from previous IO

notification and chaperoning. Despite

reports. The in-competition (IC) TDP

the aforementioned limitations, the IPC

covered all sports and both blood and

managed to run an effective doping

urine samples were collected. The IPC

control program. In general, the sample

showed flexibility in implementing the

collection process during the Games

IC TDP, by incorporating information

was in line with the International

received from the laboratory and/or the

Standard for Testing and Investigations

Athlete Passport Management Unit

(ISTI) and on many occasions the DCOs

(APMU) and/or by other means.

received favorable comments from

During the Games, sample collection

experienced athletes on their manner

processes suffered from a number of

and the way in which they conducted

challenges for reasons related to the

the procedures.

sample collection personnel, mainly the
lack of sufficient and properly trained
chaperones

and

the

inadequate

planning of the daily roster for sample
collection

personnel.

On

many

occasions, during both the IC and OOC
period

the

chaperones

that

were

scheduled to attend missions failed to
report for duty or turned up late.
Moreover,

on

several

occasions

chaperones that did turn up were
entirely new to the role, had received
little to no training and assessment, and
had to be trained on the day. The
Doping Control Officers (DCOs) in
general, already had experience from
the Olympic Games. Due to the lack of
sufficient

and

properly

trained

asked

to

conduct

athlete

The OOC testing plan was limited to
nine out of the 22 sports in the Rio 2016
Games’ program, and included two new
sports in the Games namely, paratriathlon and para-canoe. For the
selection of athletes to be tested OOC,
the IPC prioritized countries based on a
country risk assessment and athletes
based on the athletes’ classification.
The IPC kept an open communication
channel with respective IFs and NADOs
to collect athlete testing histories
and/or intelligence, and adjusted its
TDP

accordingly;

however,

the

information received both prior to and
during the Games was limited. For its
test selections, the IPC utilized an
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excel-based selection tool which the IO

the

Team found to be effective and fit for

athletes.

the purpose and could be developed
further

for

future

Games.

All

powerlifters participating in the Games
were included in the OOC testing pool
with the aim to test each individual
powerlifter before competition started.
It is worth noting that this is the second
time at the Games that the IPC has
followed this testing strategy for the
sport of powerlifting. The IO Team
raised concerns about its effectiveness.
The strategy resulted in extra pressure
on the Rio 2016 Anti-Doping team to
deliver, as not all powerlifters were able
to be located to be tested and a number
of them actually self-reported to the
DCS in the PLV upon becoming aware
that other powerlifters were being
selected.

However,

the

IO

Team

acknowledges the high ratio of ADRVs
in the sport of powerlifting at almost
every major event. Following one of the
recommendations from previous IO
reports, the IPC continued its OOC
testing program after the Opening
Ceremony of the Games and the start of

competitions

for

individual

Among the total of 543 OOC tests, 139
(26%)

were

conducted

after

the

Opening Ceremony of the Games,
including four follow-up tests on
athletes who had returned Atypical
Findings (ATFs). All the Rio 2016 OOC
testing took place in the PLV where the
majority of the Paralympic athletes
resided. The IPC and Rio 2016 advised
that there were plans to conduct a
mission outside the PLV, at a place
(also an accredited venue for the
Games) close to the rowing venue
where a number of rowers were
residing but the plans were abandoned
due

to

However,

limited
the

DCO
IPC

availability.

planned

and

conducted one swimming OOC mission
outside accredited venues in the city of
Rio de Janeiro by contracting U.S. AntiDoping Agency (USADA). Finally, as set
out in more detail under paragraph 7.11
(Testing

of

Guides,

Pilots,

and

Coxswains), it is unclear to the IO Team
if the IPC conducted any OOC tests on
guides, pilots or coxswains.
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#19. INTERVIEW: MR. ABHIRUP
MUKHERJEE- A YOUNG SPORTSPERSON
TURNED SPORTS JOURNALIST
“A sportsman turned sports-fan. Once, an on field campaigner now tries to ad-hoc
the off field trauma as by heart he is a storyteller”
This time, Plawyered to you the insights of Mr. Abhirup Mukherjee- a young
sportsperson turned sports- journalist. Vishal Kumar Singh, interviewed Mr.
Mukherjee on behalf of Plawyered.
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1. Tell us about yourself?

is the biggest problem with most of our

And how did you develop

journalists. They just need the hint of

your interest in the field

something really stupid to convert it

of sports?

into the biggest fantasy anecdote the

Hello! I am Abhirup and I have
completed my Major in Statistics and
will be completing my Masters next
summer in Computational Finance.
Growing up in a city like Kolkata, it
would have been always hard to neglect
the world of sports with all the passion
surrounding you. It led to my crude love
for cricket. A few years later the 2002

world can ever see. There are genuinely
very few journalists who are actually
doing the great job of presenting the
real

factuals

and

fighting

for

themselves. We need more of these
people in the market else journalism is
getting dirtier every single day in ways
we can’t even imagine and the worst is
yet to arrive.

World Cup made me fall in love with the

3. What are views about

game of soccer and changed my

condition of sports in

apprehension for sports. Sport’s has

India?

always been my first love and ten years
from now I want India to be seen as an
all-encompassing force in sports like
Football, Tennis and Badminton to say
the least. Most importantly I want more
athletes to grow which is a huge
problem in our country where talents
go for waste every minute.
2. Tell

us

about

Now it’s a given that the Central
Government

and

Governments

the

jointly

State
spends

approximately 3 paisa per athlete in our
country compared to 97,000 Rupees in
Indian equivalent that is spent by the
US

government.

No

wonder

we

celebrate in social gatherings even
your

when an athlete qualifies for the final

interest in the field of

rounds in the Olympics. This is where

sports journalism?

un-biasedness towards Cricket should

Grace Kelly once said that, News is
something someone wants suppressed.
Everything else is just advertising. This

be taken into consideration by taking
surveys and encouraging students into
knowing other sports before they dive
into cricket. If you take a deeper look
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into the standings of the country, you’ll

lead to a worsening scenario. The worst

find 90% of our children loves cricket

part is that only Rs. 66 crore was spent

more than anything else. They are

on national coaching camps and foreign

ready to skip meals if they get a chance

coaches over the past few years in a

to bat a few more overs. This is what

country with a population of 1.252

they love doing.

billion. Spending on wrong individuals
has been the biggest problem in the
country

4. But are they supposed to
be blamed?

richest League in the world and as
coverage rights Star Sports stopped live
telecasting in the regular channels.
Only the HD channels were showing
the games which hardly give a chance
for the lower-middle class and the poor
people to follow which will lead them to
meritless

to

inmost

political

influences. For example, only 30 of the
109 athletes who received individual

Premier League happens to be the

follow

due

shows

funding for Rio 2016 actually qualified
for the Games. Meanwhile, Neeraj
Chopra, who set a junior world record
in the javelin throw at the Under-20
World Championships in July, was
inexplicably excluded from the list of
athletes in the development program
for Tokyo 2020.

like,

“Outstanding Ojha”, “Perfect Pujara”,
“Swinging Shami”, etc leading to more

5. What

do

you

think,

youths can do?

viewers in a game which is hardly
followed by 12-14 countries in the entire

We as youth need to start major

world.

campaigns indulging any game apart

Not only the Premier League, football
in general happens to be encapsulating
the richest three tournaments in the
world while on the contrary the AIFF is
shrinking the number of teams in the ILeague in such a manner that we
Indians as a whole fear that it might

from Cricket. At this moment, we
should start appreciating the rise of PV
Sindhu,

Veena

Mullick,

Srikanth

Kidambi, Bhavani Devi, etc. Even with
the Fifa U-17 World Cup round the
corners we can start appreciating
something really special for a major
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cause that can upturn our fortunes.

Government? And what

India as a country should be reminded

are your suggestions?

through all these campaigns that
Cricket doesn’t even qualify to be an
Olympics sport and the total amount
surrounding the world of cricket is less
than the value of all the top-10 clubs in
the world of football individually.
Recently, I got in touch with Gurpreet
Singh

Sandhu

regarding

the

development of sports in India, and
even he being the captain of Indian
Football and also the first Indian ever to
represent Top-tier European soccer
believes

that

the

improvement

trainings have not been good enough
and has to improve a lot to compete
with the top teams.This is a huge fallacy
that India is living in. Field Hockey
which was considered to be the national
sport of India even until a few years
back, lacked a proper sponsorship from
before the Coal IHL emerged and found
a way out into making 14 crores last
time around. The women's cricket
world cup is currently going on. But
how many Indian enthusiasts do we

Government should be investing more
money in the Sports Industry from
grass-root

level

to

professional

development. Every department in our
country needs more money and it’s
more than just a must. The biggest
problem is that we are so focused on
incredible stories that we often forget
the basic stories that can be made
incredible. With Narendra Modi, the
travel buff, who loves exploring the
world and a hard-spender Arun Jaitley,
we can expect a lot in the offing in
improving the quality of Indian Sports
by partnering with foreign countries
who are good in their respective sports.
With an increase of Rs. 250 crore in the
sports budget this year, Indians can
actually consider sports to be a career if
there happens to be a change in the goal
and vision of the Indian sporting
model. To conclude, “India is not poor,
India is made poor.”
7. Your message for the

find who encourage the sport when the

Plawyered?

"other" gender is playing?

I think Plawyered is doing an

6. What

are

expectations

your
from

the

excellent work to indulge the
world of Sports and Law as
the first of its kind in this
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country and I’m pretty sure

on the long run and made me

the way they are ushering

believe that even though it

change in the sports world

was small, it’s more than

can finally help us all be way

adequate to judge your own

more knowledgeable in a

life. In this case, taking

very logical way.A friend

Indian sports forward is

once told me, “life is just a

nothing but a game, and if we

game, play it smart.” It

are to change the face of it,

actually helped me ponder

we will have to play it smart.
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#20. EN ROUTE GOOD GOVERNANCE: ICC
ANNOUNCES INDEPENDENT FEMALE
DIRECTOR AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR
NEW FULL MEMBERS

Image Courtesy -https://www.thefamouspeople.com

The International Cricket Council (ICC)

appointment at today’s meeting. Full

announced that PepsiCo Chairman and

details can be found here.

CEO Indra Nooyi has been appointed to
the ICC Board as the organization’s first

Also during the meeting, the first of

independent female director. Mrs.

2018, the ICC Board agreed a revised

Nooyi will join the Board in June 2018

financial

to align with the term of the ICC

increased allocations for Ireland and

Independent Chairman, following the

Afghanistan

unanimous

Members of the ICC. The new model

confirmation

of

her

model
as

the

incorporating
newest

Full
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will see Ireland and Afghanistan each

Nepal in March to adopt an agreed and

receiving a percentage of the projected

amended constitution by which the

surplus,

current

membership base will be determined

projections to approximately $40m

and subsequent elections at District,

each over the course of the current eight

Provincial and Central levels will be

year commercial rights cycle.

held. This process is expected to be

amounting under

completed by the end of March with a
In other matters, the Board expressed

view to Nepal being readmitted to

their concern around the absence of a

membership at the ICC’s Annual

tax

Conference in June.

exemption

from

the

Indian

Government for ICC events held in
India despite ongoing efforts from both

The Board also received an update on

the ICC and BCCI to secure the

progress regarding the establishment of

exemption which is standard practice

a National Governing Body in the USA

for major sporting events around the

following the expulsion of USACA in

world.

June 2017. A new NGB – USA Cricket –
and the election of a new Board and

The

Board

agreed

ICC

Chair under a new constitution is

management, supported by the BCCI

expected to be completed in early June

will continue the dialogue with the

2018. It is envisaged that USA Cricket

Indian

the

will subsequently be in a position to

meantime directed ICC management to

apply to become an Associate Member

explore alternative host countries in a

at

similar

Conference.The PepsiCo Chairman and

Government

time

zone

that

but

for

in

the

ICC

Champions Trophy 2021.

the

2018

Annual

CEO has been appointed to the ICC
Board

Additionally the ICC Board

ICC’s

were

as

the

organisation’s

first

independent female director.

provided with an update on the ongoing

The International Cricket Council (ICC)

suspension of Nepal. Following an ICC

today

delegation to Nepal at the end of

Chairman and CEO Indra Nooyi has

January, the ICC Board were informed

been appointed to the ICC Board as the

that a general meeting will be held in

organization’s first independent female

announced

that

PepsiCo
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director. Mrs. Nooyi will join the Board

focused on offering more nutritious

in June 2018 to align with the term of

foods and beverages, minimizing their

the

impact

ICC

Independent

Chairman,

on

the

environment,

opportunities

for

and

following the unanimous confirmation

creating

their

of her appointment at today’s meeting.

employees and people across the
markets they serve.

The introduction of an Independent
Director, who must be female, was

ICC Chairman Shashank Manohar said:

approved by the ICC Full Council in

“We are delighted to welcome Indra to

June 2017 as part of wide ranging

the ICC. Adding another independent

constitutional

at

director – particularly a female – is

improving the global governance of the

such an important step forward in

sport.

improving our governance. To have

change

aimed

someone of Indra’s calibre is fantastic
Mrs. Nooyi is a global business leader,
consistently

ranked

by

Fortune

Magazine among the World’s Most
Powerful Women. As Chairman and
CEO

of

PepsiCo,

Mrs.

Nooyi

is

news for the global game – she is
frequently recognized as one of the
most influential people in business
today, running one of the world’s
biggest corporations.

responsible for a global food and
beverage portfolio that includes 22

“We undertook a global search looking

brands generating more than $1 billion

for the right candidate who would

each in annual retail sales, including

complement the existing skills and

Quaker, Tropicana, Gatorade, Frito-

experience already on our Board. A

Lay and Pepsi-Cola.

cricket enthusiast with experience in
the commercial sector and independent

Mrs. Nooyi is also the chief architect of
Performance with Purpose, PepsiCo’s
vision to deliver top-tier financial
performance over the long term by
integrating

sustainability

into

the

company’s business strategy. Under her
leadership, since 2006 PepsiCo has

of the ICC, any Member or state or
associated

organization

were

the

primary criteria and in Indra we have
found an exceptional new colleague and
we look forward to working with her in
the future.” The Independent Director
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will be appointed for a two-year term

Independent Ethics Officer for the ICC

although she may be re-appointed for

and PepsiCo’s General Counsel have

two further terms with a maximum six-

reviewed and both formally approved

year consecutive period of service.

the appointment, providing a clear
framework for appropriately managing

In

accordance

with

international

standards of good governance, the

any potential or perceived conflicts of
interest that might arise in the future.
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#21. SOUTH AFRICA FINED FOR SLOW OVERRATE IN JOHANNESBURG ODI

Image Courtesy -https://www.indiatoday.in

South Africa were fined for maintaining

Article 2.5.1 of the ICC Code of Conduct

a slow over-rate in Saturday’s fourth

for

One-Day International against India in

Personnel, which relates to minor over-

Johannesburg, which they won by five

rate offences, players are fined 10 per

wickets to keep the series alive.

cent of their match fees for every over

Andy Pycroft of the Emirates Elite
Panel of ICC Match Referees imposed
the fine after Aiden Markram’s side was

Players

and

Players

Support

their side fails to bowl in the allotted
time, with the captain fined double that
amount.

ruled to be one over short of their target

As such, Markram has been fined 20

when time allowances were taken into

per cent of his match fee, while his

consideration.

players have received 10 per cent fines.

In

accordance

with
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If South Africa commit another minor

duration), the actual over rate will be

over-rate breach in an ODI within 12

the average rate which is achieved by

months of this offence with Markram as

the fielding team across both of the

captain, it will be deemed a second

batting team’s innings.

offence by Markram and he will face a
suspension. Markram pleaded guilty to
the offence after the end of the match
and accepted the proposed sanction, so
there was no need for a formal hearing.

2.2 In calculating the actual over rate
for an International Match, allowances
will be given for the actual time lost as
a result of any of the following:

The charge was levied by on-field

2.2.1 treatment given to a Player by an

umpires Aleem Dar and Bongani Jele,

authorised medical personnel on the

third umpire Ian Gould, and fourth

field of play;

umpire Shaun George.

2.2.2 a Player being required to leave

ICC Regulations on Minimum
Over Rate

2.2.3 all third Umpire referrals and

The minimum over rate to be achieved
by the fielding team in all International
Matches shall be as set out in the ICC
Standard Test Match, ODI and T20I
Playing Conditions applicable to the
relevant

International

Match

(the

“Minimum Over Rate”).

2.1 The actual over rate will be
at

the

end

of

each

International Match by those Umpires
appointed

to

consultations;
2.2.4 time wasting by the batting side
(which may, in addition, constitute a
separate offence pursuant to any of
Articles 2.1.8, 2.2.11, 2.3.3 or 2.4.4
depending upon

the context

and

seriousness of the incident); and

Calculating the Actual Over Rate

calculated

the field as a result of a serious injury;

officiate

in

such

2.2.5 all other circumstance that are
beyond the control of the fielding team.
2.3 In addition, the following time
allowances will only be given in:

International Match. In the case of Test

2.3.1

Matches

International

International Matches of at least four

Matches of at least four days in

days in duration): (a) 2 minutes per

(or

other

Test

Matches

(or

other
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wicket taken, provided that such wicket

imposed in respect of a breach of the

results in the subsequent batsmen

Minimum Over Rate.

immediately

commencing

his/her

innings. For the avoidance of any

3. Procedure

doubt, no time allowance will be given

3.1 Where the actual over rate is

for the final wicket of an innings or

calculated by the Umpires as being

where a wicket falls immediately prior

equal to or in excess of the Minimum

to any interval; and (b) 4 minutes per

Over Rate, no further action shall be

drinks break taken (one per session).

taken.

2.3.2 Twenty20 International Matches:

3.2 Where the actual over rate is

(a) 1 minute for every 3 full overs that

calculated by the Umpires as being less

an innings is reduced by as a result of

than the Minimum Over Rate, the

any delay and/or interruption in play.

following shall apply:

2.4 Further, where the batting team:

3.2.1 only the Umpires that officiated in

2.4.1 in a Test Match (or other
International Match of at least four
days in duration) is bowled out in 3½
hours or less (taking into account all of
the time allowances described in this
Article 2) in any particular innings, no
account shall be taken of the actual over
rate in that innings when calculating
the actual over rate at the end of such
Match.

the International Match during which
the alleged offence was committed can
report such an offence to the Match
Referee, and such Report, which must
be completed on Form “Rep 1” must be
lodged with the Match Referee (or,
where, for logistical reasons, it is
impractical to lodge with the Match
Referee, the ICC’s Cricket Operations
Department) within 18 hours of the
close of the day’s play in the relevant

2.4.2 in an One Day International

International Match or prior to the start

Match is bowled out within the time

of the following day’s play, whichever is

determined for that innings pursuant to

the sooner;

the

ICC’s

Conditions,

Standard
no

ODI

sanction

Playing
may

be

3.2.2 thereafter, the Match Referee
shall

promptly

consult

with

the
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Umpires and shall be entitled, after

Match Referee must first consider

such

such

whether the Player has previously been

amendments to the actual over rate

found guilty of the same offence under

calculation

the

consultation,
as

to

make

he/she

deems

Code

of

Conduct

(or

any

appropriate in the circumstances to

predecessor regulations that may have

reflect those circumstances that are

applied) in the same format of the game

beyond the control of the fielding team

within a period of twelve months prior

(including, but not limited to those set

to the date on which the alleged offence

out in Article 2).

took place.

3.2.3

where

the

Match

Referee

4.1.2 once the Match Referee has

confirms that the Minimum Over Rate

established whether or not this is a

has not been achieved by the fielding

repeat offence in the same format of the

side in any International Match, this

game within the relevant twelve month

shall constitute an offence under either

period, then:

Article 2.5.1 or 2.5.2 of the Code of
Conduct and the Match Referee will
promptly issue a Notice of Charge in
accordance with Article 4.1 of the Code
of Conduct and the matter will be
thereafter be adjudicated by the Match
Referee

in

accordance

with

the

procedure.
4. Applicable Sanctions for a Minimum
Over Rate Offence

4.1.2.1 in the case of a Minor Over Rate
Offence, (and subject to the qualifying
guidance notes below), he/she shall
apply the mandatory sanctions that are
set out in the table at Article 4.2, below;
or
4.1.2.2 in the case of a Serious Over
Rate Offence, he/she shall take into
account any other factors that he/she
deems relevant and appropriate to the

4.1 The principles set out in Article 7

mitigation or aggravation of the nature

(regarding sanctions) shall be applied

of the Serious Over Rate Offence before

in full except that:

determining, in accordance with the

4.1.1 in order to determine the sanction
that is to be imposed in each case, the

table at Article 4.2, below, what the
appropriate sanction(s) should be.
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#22. CHITTAGONG PITCH RATED “BELOW
AVERAGE” & ICC RATING ON PITCHES

Image Courtesy -http://www.espncricinfo.com/

The Chittagong Test pitch for the

demerit points, then it will be

opening match between Bangladesh

suspended

and Sri Lanka was rated as “below

international cricket for 12 months.

average” by David Boon of the

Mr Boon, whose report had been

Emirates Elite Panel of ICC Match

forwarded

Referees, and, as such, it has

Cricket Board, said: “The pitch

received

point

provided no seam movement to the

according to the ICC Pitch and

fast bowlers with the new ball and

Outfield Monitoring Process. The

also

demerit point will remain active for

throughout the match. The pitch did

a rolling five-year period and if

offer occasional slow turn for the

during this five-year period the

spinners early on, but it did not

Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury Stadium

deteriorate as much as would have

reaches

been

one

the

demerit

threshold

of

five

lacked

from

to

staging

the

carry

expected

as

any

Bangladesh

and

the

bounce

match
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progressed, resulting in a pitch that

a substandard pitch or outfield for

too heavily favoured the batsmen

international

cricket.

across the five days.” Five centuries
and six half-centuries were scored

The

performance

in the match which saw Bangladesh

outfields

posting 513 and 307 for five, and Sri

Very Good - Good carry, limited seam

Lanka amassing a colossal 713 for

movement and consistent good bounce

nine declared in their only innings.

early in the match and as the pitch

are

of

rated

pitches
as

and

follows:

wears as the match progresses, with an
Pitch

and

ICC

receives

Outfield

Ratings

a

on

rating

the

performance of the pitch and the

acceptable amount of turn on the first
two days but natural wear sufficient to
be responsive to spin later in the game.

outfield for every Test Match, One Day
International

and

International

played

Twenty20

Good - Average carry, moderate

the

seam movement and consistent

countries. Pitches and outfields are

bounce both early in the match

marked after the match has ended by

and as the pitch wears as the

the ICC Match Referee on duty at the

match progresses, natural wear

match. The rating is then provided as

sufficient to be responsive to

feedback to the host Member Board to

spin from day 1, though not quite

assist in future pitch and outfield

meeting the criteria for carry

preparations for international matches

and bounce for a “very good”

at the relevant venue. In addition, if a

pitch.

pitch

or

outfield

between



is

marked

as



Average - Lacks carry, and/or

substandard the relevant Home Board

bounce and/or occasional seam

and the venue are required to explain

movement, but consistent in

why

the

performed

pitch
below

and/or

outfield

carry and bounce. A degree of

the

required

turn, but with average bounce

standard. A pitch or outfield is deemed

for

to be substandard if it receives a rating

significantly short of “very good”

of poor or unfit. Sanctions may be

with respect to carry, bounce

applied by ICC to a venue that presents

and turn.

the

spinner.

Falling
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Below Average - Either very little



carry and/or bounce and/or

movement at any stage of the

more

match

than

occasional

movement,

or

seam

-

occasional

The

pitch

displays

variable (but not excessive or

excessive unevenness of

dangerous)

and/or

bounce for any bowler at

occasional variable carry. If a

any stage of the match -

pitch

The pitch offers excessive

bounce

demonstrates

these

features, then the pitch cannot

assistance

be rated in a higher category

bowlers, especially early

regardless of the amount of turn

in the match

the pitch displays at any stage of


The pitch offers excessive seam

-

to

spin

The pitch displays little or

the match. 1 demerit point.

no seam movement or

Poor - A Poor pitch is one that

turn at any stage in the

does not allow an even contest

match together with no

between bat and ball, either by

significant

favouring the batters too much,

carry, thereby depriving

and not giving the bowlers (seam

the bowlers of a fair

and spin) from either team

contest between bat and

sufficient opportunity to take

ball. 3 points

wickets, or by favouring the



Unfit-

The

bounce

pitch

or

displays

bowlers too much (seam or

excessive moisture making its

spin), and not giving the batters

playing

characteristics

from

unpredictable,

or

either

team

the

excessive

opportunity to make runs. If any

dryness leading to the surface to

of the following criteria apply, a

deteriorate. Unfit A pitch may be

pitch may be rated “poor”: -

rated ‘unfit’ if it is dangerous. 5
demerit

points.
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#23. VIVO PRO KABADDI SEASON 5: BEST
BUYS

Image Courtesy -https://www.sportskeeda.com/

VIVO Pro Kabaddi Season 5 saw a

U.P. Yoddha had a number of defensive

number of relatively unknown kabaddi

woes at the start of the season. Their

players perform well for their team and

raiding department was firing, with

make their presence felt. Although all

skipper Nitin Tomar and Rishank

eyes were on the big buys of the teams,

Devadiga scoring fast, but a lot games

many smaller names worked hard

came down to the wire owing to their

virtually unnoticed for their team’s

defensive failures. All that changed

cause.

didn’t

when the young brigade of the Yoddha

demand a high price before the season

came into their own midway through

but went on to prove much more

the season. Right-corner Nitesh Kumar

valuable nevertheless:

slowly started gaining confidence and

These

players

who

Nitesh Kumar - U.P. Yoddha (Rs
6,00,000)

became the mainstay of the U.P.
defence. He scored 47 tackle points
from 19 games and, along with Sagar
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Krishna, made sure U.P. Yoddha

the Tamil Thalaivas half of the mat. He

featured in the playoffs.

scored 40 points from 20 games but

Vishal Bhardwaj - Telugu Titans
(Rs 6,00,000)
Telugu

Titans
nor

raiders when they tried for a bonus,
which was much more valuable to his

had

a

forgettable

campaign in Season 5 with neither the
defence

was able to instil fear in opposition

attack

contributing

consistently. Captain Rahul Chaudhari

team.
Vijay

-

Patna

Pirates

(Rs

6,00,000)

was on the bench for long durations

Patna Pirates became known mainly for

because of defensive failures and had to

their two star raiders, Dubki King

watch his team lose without being able

Pardeep Narwal and Monu Goyat.

to help. One young man who took on

However,

the mantle of handling defence when

contribution was vital to the side’s

things got tough was young Vishal

cause on a number of occasions was

Bhardwaj. The 21-year-old showed

Vikas. He justified his all-rounder tag

remarkable maturity and, at a time

throughout the league and came to the

when stalwarts like Rohit Rana failed to

team’s rescue whenever they needed.

fire, he assumed the role of the team’s

He was able to help pull off Super

main defender.

Tackles when the team were down to

Darshan - Tamil Thalaivas (Rs
7,70,000)

one

player

whose

less than four men and could also revive
key players when he went in to raid. His
utility to the team was unquestionable

Another young defender who made a

and the young lad will only grow from

huge mark this season was Tamil

here.

Thalaivas’ Darshan. He was brought
into the team to support star defender
Amit Hooda; however, he managed to

Rohit

Gulia

-

Gujarat

Fortunegiants (Rs 6,00,000)

share in the responsibility with the star

One of the most impressive players

tackler in equal measure. His perfectly

from the NYP (New Young Player)

timed dashes made it difficult for

category,

opposition players to enter deep into

effectively by Gujarat coach Manpreet

Rohit

Gulia

was

used
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Singh. On several occasions, Gulia did

bench. He had to fight for his place in

not

the

the team with the likes of Sachin,

Fortunegiants but was instead brought

Mahendra Rajput, Chandran Ranjit

in as a substitute when the team needed

and Sukesh Hegde, but young Gulia still

an effective raider. And the youngster

ended up holding his own, which says a

responded brilliantly time and time

lot about the raider’s ability.

start

the

match

for

again, picking up points and reviving
the team’s key members from the
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#24. REFORMS FOR IOC: “THE NEW NORM”

Image Courtesy -http://rotana.net

“The New Norm”, An Ambitious Set Of

Having redesigned the Candidature

118 Reforms That Reimagines How The

Process

Olympic Games Are Delivered, Was

approach to legacy last year, the IOC

Presented To The Membership Of The

presented

International

requirements

Olympic

Committee

and

adopted

updated
that

a

strategic

services
will

lead

and
to

(Ioc)At Its 132nd Session. The plan,

maximum savings of hundreds of

which focuses on six recommendations

millions of dollars in the delivery of the

of Olympic Agenda 2020 related to the

Olympic

organisation of the Games, will provide

Conducted in close collaboration with

cities with increased flexibility in

partners and industry experts, the

designing the Games to meet long-term

Olympic Games Delivery Executive

development goals, and will ensure that

Steering Committee analysed every

host cities receive more assistance from

function

the IOC and the wider Olympic

venues,

Movement.

accommodation,

and

of

Paralympic

operations,

energy,

Games.

including

broadcasting,
transport

and

technology, and also looked at the
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Paralympic Games. The IOC will work

expertise, combined with adjusted

with cities every step of the way to

workflows, would unlock greater value

ensure that the Games are affordable,

for hosts and partners alike. For

beneficial and sustainable.

example, a joint coordination process
between

The modifications presented in “The
New Norm” address many challenges
associated with bidding for and hosting
the Olympic Games,” said IOC Member

national

and

regional

government, the IOC and Tokyo 2020
has

already

assisted

in

reducing

Tokyo’s revised venue budget by USD
2.2 billion.

John Coates, who serves as the Chair of
the Executive Steering Committee. “We

Meanwhile, a “3+4 year” approach to

examined if the right services and

staffing

products were provided, if timing of

would

delivery was optimal, and where we can

decrease human resource needs in the

provide additional expertise. What

first three years – when engagement,

resulted is a robust plan that reduces

planning and communication would be

complexity and costs, while maximising

the primary focus – before shifting to

flexibility and partnership.

detailed

an

Organising

streamline

Committee

production

operational

and

planning,

readiness and delivery mode in the last
By examining the seven-year journey

four years.

with former Organising Committees
(OCOGs), more than 80 of the 118

To provide better support to cities,

solutions that have been proposed

activities will also be delivered by the

would result in cost efficiencies without

Olympic family – in particular IFs,

compromising the Olympic experience.

NOCs and TOP Partners. The events

The plan invites opportunities to

industry can also supply ready-made

reduce venue sizes, rethink transport

solutions, simplifying the scope of work

options,

and knowledge needed by an OCOG.

optimise

existing

infrastructure and reuse the field of
play for various sports.

A prime example of this was the
creation

of

Olympic

Broadcasting

It was also determined that enhanced

Services in 2001 to serve as the

integration of Olympic stakeholder

permanent host broadcaster for the
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Olympic

Games,

Olympic

Winter

which provides vital information to

Games and Youth Olympic Games,

thousands of media at the Olympic

eliminating the need to continually

Games to assist them with their

rebuild the broadcast operation for

reporting. “The New Norm” presents a

each new edition.

number

of

additional

turnkey

solutions, such as providing website
In a similar fashion, starting in
PyeongChang, the IOC has taken over
the

Olympic

Information

Service,

and ticketing solutions, that would
result in less work and lower costs for a
host city.
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#25. PRE-GAMES ANTI-DOPING TASKFORCE:
TARGETED TESTING

Image Courtesy -https://www.lawinsport.com/

As part of the work carried out by the

Protecting clean athletes by fighting

Pre-Games Anti-Doping Taskforce, the

doping is a top priority for the IOC. The

tests, conducted between April 2017

sporting integrity of the Games is vital,

and early January 2018 by the National

and we are committed to working with

Anti-Doping Organisations (NADOs)

our

and International Olympic Winter

PyeongChang 2018 provides a level

Sports Federations (IFs), represent a 70

playing field for all clean athletes. The

per cent increase on the number of tests

number, reach and specific targeting of

for winter sports athletes from exactly

our pre-testing programme highlights

the same period in 2016, and reflect a

the importance of intelligent and

collective

the

intensive testing through a coordinated

protection of clean athletes ahead of

effort with the World Anti-Doping

PyeongChang 2018.

Agency (WADA), IFs and NADOs, as

effort

to

optimise

partners

to

ensure

that

well as our commitment for a cleaner
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future in sport. With extra scrutiny on

stated at the 6th Olympic Summit on 28

Russian

and

October 2017.Building on the success of

December saw testing on double the

the Pre-Games Anti-Doping Taskforce

number of athletes from Russia than

set up prior to the Olympic Games Rio

any other country.

2016, the IOC, WADA, the Doping-Free

athletes,

November

Sport Unit (DFSU) of the Global
Along with increased volume, the IOC
has also committed to an improved
intelligent testing system. This more
targeted testing focuses on specific
disciplines and nationalities that are at
particular risk, as well as individual
athletes and groups of athletes selected
based on their ranking, and any
suspicious change in performance or
adverse testing history. Altogether, it is
the

most

rigorous

pre-testing

programme in Olympic history.
The Pre-Games Taskforce has been an
excellent example of NADOs, IFs,
WADA, the Doping-Free Sport Unit
(DFSU) and the IOC all working
together in the lead-up to the Games to
protect the integrity of sport. The aim of

Association of International Sports
Federations

(GAISF)

and

the

International Olympic Winter Sports
Federations, have set up a similar
Taskforce ahead of the Olympic Winter
Games PyeongChang 2018 to optimise
the testing of athletes through detailed
assessment of individual athletes and
groups

of

athletes

in

order

to

recommend specific targeted tests, and
then follow up and monitor the testing
performed on these athletes.
The targeted pre-Games testing advised
by the Taskforce enhances the tests
which are already carried out by the
International Federations (IFs) and the
National Anti-Doping Organisations
(NADOs).

the Pre-Games Taskforce is to ensure
that there is a minimum testing

A special focus of the Taskforce is on

standard for athletes from different

Russian athletes, given the ongoing

countries and different sports. Its work

inquiries by the two IOC Commissions,

follows

Movement’s

in particular regarding the Olympic

collective commitment to transparency

Winter Games Sochi 2014. As well as a

and to protecting clean athletes, as

special emphasis on Russian athletes,

the

Olympic
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the pre-Games testing programme is

The testing figures in the combined

also enhanced by using the following

report will reflect a series of different

criteria:

aspects such as:





Sports

disciplines



and

the number of disciplines and

nationalities at risk will be

events

particularly targeted.

responsibility of each IF;

Individual

athletes

will



be

targeted depending on their

that

are

under

the

the specific intelligence gathered
from their risk assessments; and

ranking, in particular the top 20,



the appropriate timing for the

and performance, as well as

tests to be performed according

following any suspicious change

to each discipline and event.

in recent performance and with



regard to any previous adverse

The first combined report includes

testing history.

testing conducted by IFs, NADOs and

Targeted tests are being carried
out between April 2017 and
January

2018

by

IFs

and

NADOs. There have been over
14,000 targeted tests performed
on more than 6,000 athletes.
These recommendations to IFs
and NADOs are being followed
up

and

Taskforce.

monitored

by

the

the

World

Anti-Doping

Agency

(WADA) and details cumulative testing
figures from April to October 2017.
Subsequent

reports

with

updated

figures are published on a monthly
basis up until the Olympic Winter
Games in PyeongChang.
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#26. IOC & INDEPENDENT GLOBAL ANTIDOPING SYSTEM TO PROTECT CLEAN
ATHLETES

Image Courtesy -http://zeenews.india.com

In October 2015, the Olympic Summit

independent anti-doping system. The

had proposed for an independent anti-

IOC would like to implement the

doping testing and sanctioning system.

following principles in a dialogue and

In particular, after the publication of

close cooperation with WADA and its

the interim report of Prof. McLaren in

stakeholders:

July 2016, a broad public debate started
about the future of the WADA AntiDoping

followed

1. The World Anti-Doping Agency

closely and participated in this debate,

must be equally independent

the

today

from both sports organisations

emphasises the Olympic Movement

and from national interests. This

perspective of a more robust and

is necessary because even the

IOC

System.

Having

STRENGTHENING WADA

Executive

Board
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perception

a

conflict of

who have no function in any

be

considered

government or governmental

damaging to the credibility of

organisation or in any sports

the anti-doping system. With

organisation. The candidates to

regard to national interests, this

be agreed upon by both founding

is

stakeholders,

interests

of
can

particularly

important

i.e.

the

because of the recent challenges

governments and the sports

to the system from certain

organisations,

National

including

the

elected

representatives

of

Organisations (NADOs), from

athletes.

This

disputes

proposed

by

Anti-Doping
between

different

NADOs, and from appeals by
International Federations (IF)

was

already

the

Olympic

Movement in October 2016.
4. The

role

of

WADA

to

be

against decisions of National

strengthened and clarified to be

Anti-Doping Institutions.

the

2. Since the sports organisations

sole

international

body

responsible for:

and the governments are both
founding stakeholders on an
equal

basis,

represented

they

must

be

equally

on

the

WADA Foundation Board and
Executive Committee. The role
of athletes on the Foundation
Board and Executive Committee
must

be

strengthened.

The

representation of athletes must
be by elected (not appointed as
now) athlete representatives.
The WADA boards should also
include independent members.
3. WADA

to

have

a

neutral

President and Vice-President

a. Legislation with regard to
the World Anti-Doping
Code including the list of
prohibited

substances

and standardisation of
anti-doping procedures
b. Accreditation

of

anti-

doping laboratories
c. Compliance

monitoring

including investigation of
all code signatories
d. Anti-doping research
e. Prevention
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5. The

IOC

WADA’s

8. The NADOs to execute these

intention to have a compliance

international tests on request by

policy which drives towards

the ITA.

Code

supports

compliance

of

all

9. The NADOs to continue and,

signatories of the World Anti-

where

appropriate,

Doping Code. This would ensure

strengthen all their other testing

a level playing field for all the

activities and WADA to ensure

athletes of the world.

that NADOs’ Test Distribution
Plans

Creation

of

an

Independent

Testing Authority

are

to

implemented

independently

from

national

interests.
10. The ITA board to be restricted to

6. An

Independent

Testing

a supervisory role only. The ITA

Authority (ITA) to be created.

board to have no power to direct

7. The ITA to develop with each

or instruct the management of

respective

International

Federation an International Test

the anti-doping programme.
11. The

ITA

board

to

include

from

public

Distribution Plan (ITDP) not

representatives

only by sport but by discipline.

authorities,

This ITDP to contain a minimum

Movement and WADA as well as

number of tests for every athlete

elected athlete representatives.

the

Olympic

wanting to participate in the
World Championships or in the

Sanctions

Olympic Games. This number to
be transparent for each athlete

12. Sanctioning

with

regard

to

in a discipline of a sport.

individuals (athletes, officials,

Athletes

the

coaches, doctors, etc.) following

established minimum testing

a case established by the ITA, or

level not to be eligible for World

sanctioning of a Code signatory

Championships

(sports

Games.

not

having

and Olympic

organisations,

organisers,
laboratories)

NADOs
following

event
and
a
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declaration of non-compliance

(CAS), following the democratic

by

principle of the ‘separation of

WADA,

both

to

be

determined by the independent
Court of Arbitration for Sport

powers’.
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#27. FIRST CASE REGISTERED BY THE ANTIDOPING DIVISION OF THE COURT OF
ARBITRATION FOR SPORT (CAS) IN
PYEONGCHAN

Image Courtesy -https://www.rt.com

The Anti-doping Division of the

the following decision: Kei Saito

Court of Arbitration for Sport

(short

(CAS ADD) at the Pyeongchang

Japan),

2018 Olympic Winter Games

competition

(OWG) has registered its first

Acetazolamide

procedure. Further to a request

(diuretic/masking

from the International Olympic

agent/specified substance); an

Committee (IOC), joined by the

order

International

Union

provisional suspension has been

(ISU), the CAS ADD has issued

issued by the CAS ADD; the

Skating

track

speed

positive

on

test

request

skating,
out-ofwith

for

a
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athlete accepted on a voluntary

new structure handles doping

basis

provisionally

cases referred to it in accordance

suspended and to leave the

with the IOC Anti-Doping Rules.

Olympic

a

The CAS ADD adjudicates on

is

these cases after hearing the

provisionally suspended from

parties concerned. It may also

competing

OWG

impose provisional suspensions

Pyeongchang 2018 and at any

pending the conclusion of the

future ISU competition pending

procedure.

the resolution of this matter; no

rendered by the CAS ADD may

results at the OWG Pyeongchang

be appealed before the CAS ad

2018 have been affected; the

hoc Division in Pyeongchang or

procedure on the merits of the

before the CAS in Lausanne after

case will continue and the CAS

the end of the OWG. For the first

ADD will issue a final award

time,

after the end of the Games. For

Federations concerned may also

the second time in the history of

intervene in the CAS ADD

the Olympic Games, after Rio

procedures in order that the

2016, the CAS is in charge of

same case be heard only once.

to

be

Village;

consequence,

the
at

as
athlete

the

doping-related matters arising
on the occasion of the Games as
a first-instance authority. This

the

Final

decisions

International
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#28. EY FIDS PREMIER LEAGUE 2018
EY FIDS Premier League 2018 was a one day cricket event played at Shyam Cricket
Ground, Gurgaon. The one day event was organized to engage the employees in team
building through a structured competition. In addition to this, the event also aimed to
build morale and foster general exercise among the participants.
A total of six teams participated in the event, viz., Lions, Spartans, Jaguars, Pirates,
Titans and Knights. FIDS Global Leader Arpinder Singh captained Team Lions, Vivek
Aggarwal led Team Knights, Saguna Sodhi captained Team Spartans, Ankush
Thakur led Team Titans, Jitender Mittal skippered Team Jaguars and Prashant
Behl captained Team Pirates. The teams comprised of both male and female players.
These six teams were divided into two groups whereby each team played two matches
before they could qualify for the final match. The final match was played between
Team Spartans and Team Jaguars in which Jaguars defeated Spartans.
The “Best Batsman” award was presented to Rahul Subedi. Saguna Sodhi was awarded
with “Best Bowler” and “Best Fielder”; standing out in Gentlemen’s game!
The whole event was managed by Alpana Java and Rittin Kalia.
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